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Foreword
The Second International Conference on Data Analytics (DATA ANALYTICS 2013), held between
September 29 and October 3, 2013 in Porto, Portugal, continued a series of events on fundamentals in
supporting data analytics, special mechanisms and features of applying principles of data analytics,
application-oriented analytics, and target-area analytics.
Processing of terabytes to petabytes of data, or incorporating non-structural data and multistructured data sources and types require advanced analytics and data science mechanisms for both raw
and partially-processed information. Despite considerable advancements on high performance, large
storage, and high computation power, there are challenges in identifying, clustering, classifying, and
interpreting of a large spectrum of information.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the DATA ANALYTICS 2013
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and
high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to DATA
ANALYTICS 2013. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program
consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the DATA ANALYTICS 2013 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a
success.
We hope that DATA ANALYTICS 2013 was a successful international forum for the exchange of
ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field of data
analytics.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We hope that Porto, Portugal, provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone
saved some time to enjoy the charm of the city.
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Abstract—Online credit card fraud represents a significant
challenge to online merchants. In 2011 alone, the total loss due
to credit card fraud amounted to $ 7.60 billion with a clear
upward trend. Especially online games merchants have
difficulties applying standard fraud detection algorithms to
achieve timely and accurate detection. The present paper
introduces a novel approach for online fraud detection, called
DNA. It is based on a formula which uses attributes that are
derived from a sequence of transactions. The influence of these
attributes on the result of the formula reveals additional
information about this sequence. The result represents a fraud
level indicator, serving as a classification threshold. A
systematic approach for finding these attributes and the mode
of operation of the algorithm is given in detail. The
experimental evaluation against several standard algorithms
on a real life data set demonstrates the superior fraud
detection performance of the DNA approach (16.25 % better
fraud detection accuracy, 99.59 % precision and low response
time). In addition to that, several experiments were conducted
in order to show the good scalability of the suggested
algorithm.

environment. This lack of financial data in addition to the
short transaction histories of players makes it difficult to
apply standard techniques. Furthermore, the real time nature
of business makes it necessary to be able to apply an
algorithm in real time, or near real-time, in order to reject
fraudulent transactions at authorization time. Most of the
techniques proposed so far are bulk oriented and designed
for offline batch processing.
Contributions: We present a novel algorithm, which is
able to handle the scarce data situation by deriving attributes
out of a sequence of transactions. These attributes are
normalized, weighted and arranged in a way that enables a
simple formula to recognize different fraud behavior
patterns. In order to assess transactions without any history, a
concept of cultural clusters was introduced to help
classifying those transactions. In addition to that, a metric for
assessing the suitability of attributes, their influence on the
fraud level as well as the calculation of the threshold are
introduced. The DNA approach performs 16.26 % better
than the best standard method (Bayesian Net) and achieves
an almost perfect 99.59 % precision. In addition, the DNA
approach scales better than other approaches with increasing
data volumes, while offering acceptable response/detection
times.
The presented paper is structured as follows: Section II
will give an overview of the related work, which describes
different data mining algorithms normally suggested for this
problem. They are also part of the experimental evaluation.
Section III will detail our suggested method and describe the
major components. The suggested method is applied to a real
life data set in Section IV. Section V concludes the results
and mentions a few points for future work.

Keywords- binary classification, credit card fraud, online
environment

I.

INTRODUCTION

The approximate global business volume of the computer
gaming industry in total rose from $ 20 billion in 2001 to
$ 65 billion in 2011 [1]. It is estimated to grow by 10.6 % in
2013. New technology developments, such as browser games
and Massive Multiplayer Online Games have created new
business models (based on micropayments) for online games
merchants. Both, technology and business model affect the
customers payment behavior. Their first choice for
performing online payments is the credit card. The downside
of this development is an increase in online credit card fraud,
which continues to pose a big threat for online merchants.
The total loss due to credit card fraud rose to $ 7.60 billion in
2011 [2] and is supposed to increase further. Especially
online games merchants have difficulties applying standard
techniques for fraud detection. The reason for this is the lack
of personal information about their customers (e.g., real
names and postal address for address verification) as well as
the need for real time classification.
Problem definition: There are a number of constraints,
which make it difficult to apply the traditional algorithms for
credit card fraud detection. Players do not feel comfortable to
reveal their real names and addresses in an online gaming

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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II.

RELATED WORK

So far, there have been many data mining algorithms
applied in order to detect credit card fraud [3]. Please note
that we do not go into details here on how they work. All
mentioned methods have been implemented and will be
compared in terms of fraud detection performance in Section
IV.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN): Gosh and Reilly [4]
were the first ones to adapt Neural Networks on credit card
fraud detection. Other authors such as Dorronsoro et al. [5],
Brause et al. [6] and Maes et al. [7] have also implemented
ANNs in real life applications. ANNs in general are too
dependent on meaningful attributes, which should not
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necessarily be available. The information gain from such
attributes is too low to be utilized in ANNs.
Bayesian
Belief
Network
(BBN):
The
first
implementation for fraud detection was done by Ezawa et al.
[8]. Other recent implementations are Lam et al. [9], Maes et
al. [7] and Gadi et al. [10]. However, some data set do not
provide enough attributes in order to construct a suitable
network.
Hidden Markov Model (HMM): In recent years several
research groups applied this model for fraud detection.
Srivastava et al. [11] have conducted a very systematic and
thorough research in their work. Other implementations were
done by Mhamane et al. [12], Bhusari et al. [13] and
Dhok [14]. A classic and comprehensive introduction to the
topic of HMM was published by Rabbiner and Juang [15]
and also Stamp [16] is worth reading for introductory
purposes. HMMs in general are only able to utilize a single
numeric attribute for their prediction, which is insufficient
for a proper classification.
Decision Tree (DT): The biggest impact on how Decision
Trees are built had Quinlan [17] in the late 90s. There have
been some applications on fraud detection in recent years,
e.g., Minegishi et al. [18]. Other mentionable fraud detection
implementations are Sahin and Duman [19], Sherly et al.
[20] and Gadi et al. [21]. DTs in general suffer the same
insufficiencies as ANNs.
III.

PROPOSED METHOD

The algorithm is named after the famous
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA), which is the basis of all
living organisms. The DNA is able to store very complex
information with just four basic components (the so-called
nucleotides). The crucial insight here is that not only the
sequence of these nucleotides is important, but also their
interconnection. Similar to nature, we derive attributes out of
the sequence of transactions and then take a look at their
influence to our labels (fraud, genuine). The remainder of
this section will now detail the different parts necessary for
building the DNA approach.

cluster and is set by an initial value, based on the experience
of a fraud expert. If cards from this country turn out to be
defrauded frequently, the weight can be increased (within the
limits of its cultural clusters). This will increase the risk
value of a country pair, which can be calculated as it can be
seen in equation (1):
𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 = |𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡 𝐼𝑃 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 − 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡 𝐵𝐼𝑁 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 | (1)

This value will be low for country pairs within the own
country cluster (e.g., a user from Sweden tries to use a card
originated in Norway) or 0 if the user and the corresponding
card are from the same country. On the other hand, this value
increases if there is a suspicious country pair involved
(cross-cultural cluster). This simple metric allows depicting
complex risk relationships between several countries.
B. Building sequence based attributes
As briefly noted at the beginning of this section, the
DNA approach does not only rely on the risk assessment of
the involved country pairs of a transaction. Furthermore,
multiple other sequential based attributes are used to enhance
the fraud detection performance. The basic process starts by
selecting an attribute which is used to identify associated
transactions. An example for such an attribute could be the
account number or email address of a user. In this work we
use the term sequence to refer to all transactions belonging to
a certain user email address. In our case, the attribute email
address represents the sequencing attribute which is used to
build grouped data entries. Please note that the transactions
of a sequence are sorted by the transactions timestamp prior
to aggregation. An excerpt of the grouped, intermediate data
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic representation for the sequenciation

A. Cultural Clusters
The Cultural Clusters were introduced in order to help
classifying transactions without any history. The idea behind
it was to get as much information out of the given attributes
as possible. These attributes include the origin of the user (IP
country) and the origin of the credit card used in a
transaction (BIN country – BIN is an abbreviation for Bank
Identification Number: first 6 digits of a credit card number,
enables to locate the card issuing bank of the cardholder).
Cultural related countries form clusters; which are roughly
based on continents. A range of weights is assigned to each
cluster. Every country is assigned with a specific weight
within its cluster´s range depending on its cultural distance to
its cluster center and the risk of the county of being
defrauded. The weight of a country within a certain cultural
cluster is set empirically and can be subject for adaption, in
case the fraudulent behavior changes. In other words: the
weight of a country lies within the range of its cultural
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(grouping) process

During aggregation, we used typical operators, such as
sum or count of distinct values and calculated the following
parameters of the aggregated attributes for both of our labels
(fraud, genuine) and overall for all sequences (see Table I):
TABLE I.

AGGREGATED PARAMETERS FOR EXAMPLE ATTRIBUTE
SUMCREDITCARDTOKEN

parameter name

genuine

fraudulent

total

Maximum value

29

38

38

Minimum value

0

0

0

Average

1.19

2.61

1.34

Standard deviation

0.62

2.85

1.07

Based on these values, we are able to estimate whether an
attribute is suitable for the DNA approach or not. As it can
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be seen the parameter minimum alone, for example, is not
able to sufficiently segregate both labels (the average of both
labels yield more segregation). Adequate attributes have a
great distance between the average fraud and average
genuine value. The corresponding standard deviation
boundaries should, if possible, not overlap. Figure 2 shows
this based on the example attribute sumCreditCardToken.
The attribute was part of the data set described in Section IV.
It was created by counting up all distinct credit cards, which
were used by a certain user_email. For the given example
case, we calculated the values for the aggregation parameters
(as depicted in Table 1 column two to four).

combinations can either be done by functions bi ∈ f(t i (aj ))
or by bi ∈ f ai , aj .
The attributes are normalized with the min-max
normalization [3, p. 114] to bring the different attributes on
the same numerical level (ranging from 0 to 1). We
distinguish between two types of attributes, as briefly
described above. These attributes are referred as bi ∈ F ,
where F is the set of derived attributes that tend to 1 if
normalized and are summed up in the nominator of (4). The
denominator, in contrary, is composed of a second type of
attributes bi ∈ E, which tend to 0 if normalized with minmax normalization. If the quotient of the normalization
expression is not defined, it will be discarded.

𝑇 = {𝑡𝑖 (𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎𝑛 )|∀𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛: 𝑎𝑖 ∈ 𝐴} (2)
𝑆=
𝑠(𝑏1 , 𝑏2 , … , 𝑏𝑚 )

Figure 2. Example distribution for used credit cards per user for two
classes of labels (fraud, genuine)

As it can be seen in Figure 2, the depicted attribute is not
perfect, since the boundaries of the standard deviation of
fraudulent transactions overlap with the area of standard
deviation of genuine transactions. However, the distance
between the average fraud value and average genuine value
is suitable for classification. We can also see that the average
fraud value is on the right hand side of the total average
value and therefore tends to larger values in a fraudulent
case. This indicates that the attribute sumCreditCardToken
should be placed in the numerator of (4), since it will tend to
its maximum if a sequence is fraudulent.
For our work, we were able to identify six suitable
attributes:
- sumCreditCard: # of distinct credit cards per user
- sumTransactionStats: # of transaction status
„rejected‟
- sumSuccessfullTrans # of completed transactions
- avgDensity: average distance between dates
- sumCountries: # of distinct countries involved
- sumDates: # of distinct dates involved
C. Formula and Weighting
The above-described process is repeated for each of the n
available attributes in the given data set [see also (2)] apart
from the aggregation attribute and the label attribute. The
training data set T consists of transactions t i which are
described by attributes ai ∈ A, see also Formula (2). Thereby
A consists of all original attributes of a transaction ai and T
denotes the set of available transactions with attributes from
A. These transactions are grouped into sequences S, which
consist of various combined attributes bi , see also (3). These
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𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 =

∀𝑘∈1,…,𝑚 : 𝑏 𝑘 ∈𝑓 𝑎 𝑖 ,𝑎 𝑗

𝑖,𝑗 ∈1,…,𝑛

1,…, 𝑇
∀𝑘∈1,…,𝑚 : 𝑏 𝑘 ∈𝑓(𝑡 𝑖 (𝑎 𝑗 )) 𝑗 𝑖∈∈1,…,𝑛

𝑏 𝑖 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑆 𝑏𝑖
𝑏 𝑖 ∈ 𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑆 𝑏𝑖− 𝑆 𝑏𝑖
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑏𝑖− 𝑆 𝑏𝑖
𝑏 𝑖 ∈ 𝐸 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑆 𝑏𝑖− 𝑆 𝑏𝑖

(3)

∗𝛼 𝑏 𝑖

(4)
∗𝛽𝑏 𝑖

The next step is to weight the normalized attributes
according to their importance for fraud detection. We use
parameter αb i > 0 for F attributes and βb i > 0 for E
attributes to achieve this task. Two sets of parameters are
necessary since attributes used for the denominator need to
be scaled down, in order to increase their significance. The
attributes in the nominator are increased in significance, if
the αb i is scaled up. The weight parameters αb i and βb i are
determined empirically.
D. Threshold Selection
Formula (4) is an indicator on how prevalent fraudulent
attributes are for a particular transaction. The last step for
applying the DNA approach for fraud detection is to
determine a threshold value whose violation will lead to the
classification “fraudulent transaction”. As mentioned above,
this threshold is determined empirically by undertaking a
series of tests with a set of thresholds (e.g., from 0 to 100).
Accuracy metrics such as Precision P, Recall R and score F1
(5) are then determined for each assumed threshold. Thereby
F1 represents the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall and
is used to rank the performance of different methods in the
experimental evaluation:

𝐹1 = 2 ∗

𝑃∗𝑅
𝑃+𝑇

(5)

The development of these performance measures over
different threshold values is depicted Figure 3 for an
example case:
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TABLE II.
column Name

FULL DATA SET SCHEMA
description

created

timestamp of the payment transaction

user_signuptime

Figure 3. Determining threshold value for DNA approach

Accuracy indicators (Figure 3) are increasing fast until
threshold value 5. It is not reasonable to select a threshold
lower than 5, since the F1 is far from the global optimum.
From threshold 5 on, there is an intersection point, which
will keep the F1 near the global optimum. This second range
is called “trade-off range” and spans up to threshold value
12, in the case depicted in Figure 3. Within this range the
merchant can choose between detecting more fraudsters,
including a higher rate of false positives or catching less
fraudsters, but increase Precision and therefore avoid false
positives. This choice can depend on the ability of the
merchant to deal with false positives and on the merchants
specific total fraud costs. In the context of fraud detection the
term total fraud costs means the sum of lost value, scanning
cost as well as reimbursement fees associated with a fraud
case.
After a certain threshold value, in the shown case 12, the
Precision is almost 1 and will only increase insignificantly.
The Recall and consecutively F1, will decrease from that
point. The Reason for this is the intrinsic mechanic in the
DNA approach. Fraudulent transactions with a comparable
low fraud profile will be assigned a lower risk level. This
however, is still higher level than the risk level of genuine
users. If however, the threshold is set high enough these
lower profile fraud cases will be classified incorrectly as
genuine, causing the Recall and F1 to drop. Therefore it
makes no sense to choose a threshold greater than 12.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

creditcard_token

identifies credit card, hashed

card_bin

Bank Identification Number

user_country

user´s land of origin

user_id
user_email

hashed for privacy compliance

transaction_amount
order_payment_status
TABLE III.
column Name
bin_country

ADDITIONS PREPARED DATA SET
description

2 letter country code derived from card_bin

days_since_signup integer attribute calculated as difference from
signup_time to created
total_count
package

denotes total transaction figure for a particular
user_email
a single letter attribute ranging from A to E. It
was derived from the offer_price attribute to
reduce the cardinality of the offer_price
attribute

The prepared data set comprised of 13,298 unique users
which are accompanied by 46,516 transactions. The last
transaction of each user was cut out in order to form the test
data set. This procedure segmented the prepared data set into
71.4 % train data and 28.58 % test data.
B. Fraud Detection Performance
All tests in this section were performed using the
prepared data set. We used the F1 score in order to rank the
compared methods. As shown in Figure 4, the DNA
approach is able to perform 16.25 % better than the best
standard method, which is the Bayesian Net.

The performance of the proposed DNA approach is
compared to the standard techniques, mentioned in the
related work. This comparison is based on real credit card
fraud data, which was thankworthy provided by a successful
gaming company on the online games market.
A. Data Set
The given data set (referred as full data set) comprises of
156,883 credit card transactions from 63,933 unique users.
The records in the data set have the schema as it can be seen
in Table II. Due to the high number of occurrences in several
columns as well as the lack of distinctive attributes, most of
the standard techniques were not applicable on that data set.
To overcome these obstacles and to get a fair comparison,
several adaptations to the data set have been done. The
resulting prepared data has a minimum sequence length of
three (smaller sequences have been discarded) and four
derived attributes (see Table III) were added.
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Figure 4. Fraud detection performance comparison

The DNA approach is also able to achieve an almost
perfect 99.59 % Precision, which is especially valuable for
online gaming merchants, since it reduces the risk of punish
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genuine users and consecutively reduces the risk of
reputation loss.
C. Scalability
The previous subsection showed the impressive fraud
detection accuracy of the DNA approach. The next step was
to take a deeper look into the run time behavior of the
compared methods. Therefore, we prepared scaled data sets
by multiplying the original prepared data (Subsection IV A)
by 4, 8 and 16 times. The corresponding total execution
times in seconds of the used methods can be seen in
Figure 5.

record the execution time per sequence. This enables us to
measure the average execution time for each sequence
length.
Constant Sequence Length: In the first round of
experiments, we measured the execution time for the fixed
sequence length = 1. This allows measuring the influence of
the data set size on the execution time.

Figure 7. DNA results for fixed length sequence

Figure 5. Execution time of all implemented methods (the used DTs
produced out of memory exceptions for data set 8x and 16x)

The DNA approach uses simple operations and data
structures like HashMaps or simple additions for calculating
the risk level per sequence. This lowers the computational
intensiveness and improves scalability significantly. The
Bayesian Belief Networks obtain consistently the best results
for static analysis (all transactions are classified in one
batch). However, the BBN is an offline algorithm; therefore
it cannot be applied in a real time online payment system on
a transaction basis. To use offline algorithms in real
applications, further timeslots need to be considered which
were neglected in this work (data collection, transfer and
preparation time).

In Figure 7, the grey line indicates the linear scaled value,
based on the results of the normal data set. This means that a
linear scaling algorithm, which needs 4.23 [ms] for a
sequence of length 1 on the normal table, would need 16
times as long for the same calculation on a 16 times bigger
table. As it can be seen the execution time for the DNA
approach is less than that.
Higher Sequence Length: Throughout the second round
of experiments the average execution times for all sequence
lengths were averaged. Since the above mentioned data sets
were created by multiplication of the full data set, not only
the data set size but also the sequence lengths were
increased. Figure 8 shows the experimental results.

Experiments
Set1: prepared data
set

Set2: full data set

A: length = 1

B: var length

Figure 6. Overview experimental evaluation

The second set of experiments measures the execution
time of the DNA approach using the full data set and varying
the sequence length. Multiplications of the full data set
(Section IV, A) were used for these experiments. In order to
perform the measurements, the algorithm was adapted to
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Figure 8. DNA results over higher sequence length

It is visible that the performance stays close to the
expected linear response time behavior for the first three data
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set sizes. There is a knee-point somewhere between the 8th
and the 16th size of the data set, on which the execution time
increases over proportionally. These results indicate that the
sequence length has a greater influence on the execution
time, than the data set size. This property does not
necessarily impose a problem for online games merchants
since the sequence length usually stays well below critical
length.
All performance numbers presented in the experiment
evaluation (Figure 7 - 8) reflect the pure response time of the
DNA. The execution times of the other algorithms
mentioned in Figure 5, display only the decision time of the
trained algorithms. An additional overhead has to be taken
into account, which reflects time for data collection, data
transfer and preparation time. Hence, in practical terms, the
reported performance delta is conservative. In real scenarios
it will be higher.
V. CONCLUSION
This work deals with the problem of fraud detection in
online games. The problem is caused by the lack of useful
financial data, the anonymity in online games as well as the
comparably short transaction sequences. The problem is
solved by introducing an algorithm that is able to find and
use distinctive attributes within sequences. In addition, a
concept of country clusters is used to evaluate the legitimacy
of a transaction. The DNA approach performs 16.25 % better
than the best standard method (Bayesian Net) and achieves
99.59 % Precision. The achieved Recall rate (87.05 %)
reduced the probability for false negatives and therefore the
need for human intervention is reduced. In addition, the
DNA approach scales better than other approaches with
increasing data volumes, while offering acceptable
response/detection times. This allows the application of the
DNA approach in a real time online fraud detection system.
Future Work: The algorithm suggested in this work is
especially designed to overcome the limiting conditions
given in the online fraud detection area. The experiments
showed good fraud detection results. However, further
development is needed in order to reduce the influence of the
sequence length on the execution time. It would also be
helpful to incorporate the sequence length into the algorithm.
The algorithm may be susceptible to the sequence length due
to the proposed additive technique depicted in (4). The used
data set did not allow us to precisely quantify possible
impacts. Another direction of development could be the
abstraction of the proposed attribute construction technique
and their application on other classification domains.
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Abstract—In the context of data warehousing and business
intelligence, data quality is of utmost importance. However, many
mid-size data warehouse (DWH) projects do not implement a
proper data quality process due to huge up-front investments.
However, assessing and monitoring data quality is necessary to
establish confidence in the DWH data. In this paper, we describe
a data quality monitoring system developed collaboratively at
HS Hannover and SHS Viveon: The “Data Checking Engine”
(DCE). The goal of the system is to provide DWH projects with
an easy and quickly deployable solution to assess data quality
while still providing highest flexibility in the definition of the
assessment rules. It allows to express complex quality rules and
implements a template mechanism to facilitate the deployment
of large numbers of similar rules.
Keywords—Data Quality, Quality Rules, Data Analysis, Data
Quality Monitoring, Data Warehouses

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Data quality (DQ) is of utmost importance for a successful
data warehouse project. In this context, continuous monitoring
is an integral part of any DQ initiative. In this paper, we describe a data quality monitoring system called Data Checking
Engine (DCE) developed collaboratively at the University of
Applied Sciences & Arts Hannover and SHS Viveon. The main
goal is to provide a flexible, yet simple tool to monitor data
quality in DWH projects, which can also be used during the
DWH development to test its Extract Transform Load (ETL)
process.
To constantly monitor the quality of data of a database, it is
necessary to define quality rules using a flexible rule definition
language. Quality rules are either derived from business rules
or found via profiling or data mining. They are executed
either in regular intervals or based on specific events like the
completion of an ETL job. The results of the rule runs are
recorded in a result repository, which also keeps historical data
so that users can evaluate the quality of data over time. As rules
will evolve over time, it is necessary to keep a history of rule
definitions so that historic results can be related to the correct
version of the rule’s definition.
We believe the ability to express complex rules is crucial. A
set of hard-coded rule types found in some data quality tools is
typically only suitable to detect rather simple quality problems
on the attribute or single tuple level. However, there are more
complex data quality problems, which cannot be detected using
such rules. As an example, consider an error located in the
logic of an ETL process. Due to this error, the process fails
to reference the correct product group for some of the records
of a sales fact cube. The bug is subtle and does not show up
very often. At the attribute level all sales records are correct.
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However, the trend of the time series showing the sales sum
with respect to individual product groups will indicate a quality
problem.
It requires skilled users to write such rules but larger sets
of rules will look similar in structure. They differ only in the
tables and attributes they are applied to. For this, a template
mechanism is useful to help users define such rules. The idea
is that only the template writer has to cope with the full
complexity; template users can then apply these templates to
their tables and attributes.
To avoid discontinuity of the reporting environment for
DWH users, re-using existing Business Intelligence (BI) tools
is superior over building a specialized quality reporting GUI.
Still it is sufficient to export rule results to a quality data
mart, which can then be accessed by any standard BI tool.
However, the plain rule results have to be aggregated to more
comprehensive quality metrics in a flexible and user defined
way.
Furthermore, the rules themselves have to be tested in
the development environment before deployment. Thus, an
automated transfer and synchronization with the production
system is necessary.
In a nutshell, we target the following requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Express complex rules
Reduce complexity of rules (utilizing a template
mechanism)
Execute the rules regularly or upon specific events
Keep a history of rule definitions and execution results
Store this history in a quality data mart persistently
Aggregate the rule results to quality metrics
Provide export/import mechanism for rule meta data

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
the following section, we give an overview of related work.
Section III focuses on the definition of quality rules and explains our template mechanism. Section IV describes the DCE
architecture. In the subsequent section, we briefly elaborate
on quality metrics. In the final section, we summarize our
achievements and give an outlook to our future plans.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Over the last decade, much research in the data quality
domain has been conducted, see for example [1]. Research
areas related to data quality are outlier detection, data deduplication, data quality monitoring, data cleansing, and data
mining to detect quality rules. We are specifically interested in
monitoring and reporting data quality. In general, we follow
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the approach of Kimball [2] who outlines an approach to DQ
assessment in DWH systems.
For our work, we are especially interested in formalisms
to describe quality rules. Most existing approaches target only
specific types of rules. Edit rules describe invalid tuples [3]. In
[4], editing rules are used to match records with master data.
In [5], conditional functional dependencies are used to express
more complex rules spanning multiple tuples of a relation. The
same book also describes conditional inclusion dependencies
that are generalizations of referential integrity checks. These
approaches can be reformulated to SQL, thus DCE is able
to execute such rules. Another type of rules are differential
dependencies, see [6].
In the domain of data deduplication (also called
record linkage), rules are important to describe matching criteria. As an example, the IntelliClean [7] system uses rules like <if> condition <then> action
with probability p to match duplicates. Currently, we
do not target this issue, although we plan to integrate these
features in our system in the future.
Another approach is to extend SQL to incorporate data
quality features. An example is the FraQL [8] language that
specifies pivoting features and allows to integrate user defined
grouping and aggregate functions that allow to analyze data
more comfortably. The drawback is that a special execution
engine is required. Thus, the features of existing relational
optimizers are not available or have to be reproduced.
Furthermore, many prototypic research systems and commercial tools are present. For an overview, see [9]. Most
existing tools focus on dimension data only and thus stress
single record problems and deduplication.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no tool provides a
similar mechanism that allows to build complex rule templates,
which can, for example, be used to test indicator values against
time series models.
III.

RULE D EFINITION L ANGUAGE

group in each region. For each rule, multiple bounds can be
defined, specifying valid ranges for the observed values. The
bounds can be activated or deactivated with respect to all
values contained in the result tuple. In this way, the bound
for NULL values can be normally defined to be 5 percent,
however for specific product groups it might be higher. A
specific application for this feature is to change bounds for
business metrics, e.g., according to the week day. Typically, the
revenue sum for traditional stores might be zero on Sundays.
A severity can be assigned to each rule bound, and multiple
bounds with different severity can be defined for a rule. The
severity information of failed rules is returned to the scheduler.
Based on this information, the scheduler might, e.g., decide to
interrupt an ETL process or to alert the DWH team.
Each rule’s SQL statement can have multiple parameters,
which are set at execution time. These parameters can for
example be used to determine the range of data to be checked.
In this way, a quality rule running after an ETL job might be
limited to check only the new records in a fact table.
In the following, we describe a sample rule. The basic idea
of the example is to test indicator values like revenue stored
in a fact table on a regular basis against a moving average of
its past values. For simplicity, we assume there is no seasonal
component, although this is not a limit of the system. The
following formula describes our model:
Yt =

k
1X
Yt−d + t
k

(1)

d=1

Here, t is a random component, which is Gaussian with µ = 0
and some σ. The trend is based on the moving average of the
k previous values of the indicator.
During DWH operation, we assume that past values for the
indicator are already checked and corrected. Each day after the
ETL process has finished, we want to test the new value. Thus,
we have to calculate
!
k
1X
Yt−d
(2)
kt = Yt −
k
d=1

A central issue is the language to define the quality rules.
On one hand, it has to be expressive to allow for complex rules
like time series tests. On the other hand, fast definitions of
simple rules like NULL value checks has to be possible. Also,
the rule execution is typically critical with respect to execution
time and resource consumption. As large datasets have to be
checked, an efficient rule execution engine is demanded.
Thus, we decided to rely on the native SQL executor of the
DBMS. This means, the core of each rule is an SQL statement,
which collects the required information from the underlying
tables. This statement is written by the DCE user, allowing
even vendor-specific optimizations like optimizer hints.
DCE defines a standard attribute set for the result tuples.
The rule statements have to adhere to this standard. Each
statement computes a result value, which is the basis for
the rule check. For a NULL rule, the result value might be
the percentage of NULL values of the checked values. There
might either be a single result value or multiple values, broken
down by dimensional hierarchies. The latter case might for
example yield a percentage of NULL values for each product
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and then check whether kt is within a certain interval. As t
is Gaussian, we know that 95% of the values will be within
the interval [−2σ, 2σ]. We could use these bounds to generate
a warning and the [−3σ, 3σ] interval to generate an error.
SELECT today.day day,
avg(today.revenue) avg(past.revenue) result
FROM sales_fact today, sales_fact past
WHERE today.day = $testday$
AND (today.day - past.day)
BETWEEN 1 AND k
GROUP BY today.day
Fig. 1.

Sample rule code (simplified)

A simplified SQL for these checks is shown in Fig. 1.
The statement returns a result value kt , which is then checked
by the DCE against bounds like the [−2σ, 2σ] interval. This
statement has a parameter $testday$, which is replaced at
runtime with the current day.
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In typical environments, there is often a need to define
a number of equivalent rules over a large number of tables
and attributes. To accommodate for this requirement, we
implemented a template concept.
A template looks quite similar to a normal rule. It contains a SQL statement producing the same set of standard
columns, and it might also contain bound definitions. However,
instead of the target table and attribute names, the template’s
SQL statement contains special markers. For attributes, these
markers declare the purpose of the attribute within the rule.
Once the user has defined a template, she can instantiate it for
multiple sets of tables and attributes. During this process, she
either defines new bounds or uses the predefined bounds from
the template for the generated rules. The engine forwards rule
parameters defined within the template to the generated rules.

itself is also organized as a data mart and provides long term
storage of computed data quality indicators in order to be used
for long term analysis of enterprise wide data quality. In a
sense it is a meta-data warehouse for data quality. There is also
an external scheduling component (typically standard system
scheduling capabilities), which triggers computation of data
quality indicators at previously defined points in time.

SELECT today.§refdim1§ day,
avg(today.§refattr1§) avg(past.§refattr1§) result
FROM §reftable1§ today, §reftable1§ past
WHERE today.§refdim1§ = $testday$
AND (today.§refdim1§ - past.§refdim1§)
BETWEEN 1 AND k
GROUP BY today.§refdim1§
Fig. 2.

Sample template code (simplified)

The sample statement is a good candidate for a template.
In the template, there is another type of parameters called template parameters that are replaced at template instantiation (i.e.,
rule creation time). These are used to define placeholders for
the table and attribute names, like §reftable1§ (cf. Fig. 2).

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.

Within the DCE itself the main entry point for data quality
managers is the GUI of the DCE web application (shown at
the bottom of Fig. 4). The GUI is used to manage users of the
DCE application, to manage data quality rules, and to manage
data rule executions. As typically the execution of data quality
checks is not triggered manually, there is also a command-line
client library for the rule execution engine that is triggered by
an external scheduler. The schedule to be used is managed in
the web application as well.

Instantiating a template

A GUI assists unexperienced users with defining the template parameters, as shown in Fig. 3. For this dialog, the GUI
reads the database catalog and lets the user map the template
parameters to catalog objects. E.g., §reftable1§ is replaced
with sales_fact.
IV.

A RCHITECTURE

Figure 4 shows an overview of the DCE overall architecture. The DCE itself is organized as a classical three-tier application. It interacts with the enterprise data warehouse system
in order to compute quality indicators. Also, results of the
data quality checks may be propagated into another external
database system, the data quality data mart. This database in
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The main data checking business logic can be found in
the middle tier. This logic is used by the web application
as described above. Note that there is a strict separation
between user management, rule management and rule execution management in the middle tier as well. Whereas the
user administration component provides standard functionality,
note that the rule management component contains advanced
features. For instance the template mechanism described in the
previous section is implemented here.
The execution engine is also managed by the web application: on one hand rules can be manually executed from the
web application, on the other hand scheduled execution can be
defined here.
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During rule execution, the engine replaces the parameters
in the rule’s SQL statement with their current values and then
runs the statement using the target database. Thus, moving
large amounts of data into the DCE engine is avoided. The
result of the SQL statement is then further processed. This
includes checking the currently applicable bounds and testing
their severity.
In the execution engine it is also defined, which rules
are executed on what data warehouse database under whose
privileges. Note that multiple different data warehouses (or
database systems) may be used as source, because the connection information is also managed by the web application.
Finally the database layer consists of three separate areas:
•
•
•

Rule repository, which holds the data quality rules as
well as base templates
Result repository holding results of rule execution
User database which is used for access management
to only the DCE itself

Once results of the executed data quality rules have been
stored in the result repository they may be propagated to the
data quality data mart that aggregates the results into quality
indicators.
This data mart is not part of the DCE but located within the
standard DWH infrastructure of the company. Thus, standard
interfaces such as reporting and BI tools can be used to
further present and analyze the data quality status. This way
the additional effort for data quality monitoring can be kept
minimal as access to data quality indicators follows well established processes and uses well-known tools, which are used
for regular monitoring of enterprise performance indicators as
well. In addition, the concept of viewing data quality indicators
similarly as regular performance indicators is very fitting,
as these have to be tracked accordingly in order to ensure
reliability of data in the data warehouse. Ultimately, this is
necessary to make the right entrepreneurial decisions based on
reliable information.
V.

DATA Q UALITY M ETRICS

The result repository contains large amounts of specific
results that individually describe only a very small fraction
of the overall data quality of the DWH. In order to get a
quick overview of the quality level, a small set of metrics
that aggregate the rule results is required.
In the literature, there are various approaches to define
data quality indicators, for example [10]. Thus we decided
to provide a flexible approach that enables the user to define
her own indicator hierarchies. The engine stores indicator
definition meta data and calculates the resulting indicator
values.
An important issue here is to take incremental checks into
account. As an example, consider a rule that checks the number
of dimension foreign keys in a fact table that reference a
dummy instead of a real dimension entry. As the fact table
is large, the daily rule just checks the new fact records loaded
in the previous ETL run. Thus the indicator has to aggregate
over the current and past runs to provide an overall view of
the completeness of the dimension values.
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VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We have already implemented a prototypical version of
the described architecture. Furthermore, we have validated the
approach by interviewing teams of different DWH projects and
building project specific prototypical setups. Our engine has
been able to support their quality monitoring requirements.
Especially the flexibility in rule definition was appreciated.
We have not only detected quality problems on tuple level but
also more complex issues, e.g., checking the trend of indicators
stored in a fact table. As expected, our template mechanism
has proven to be an important way to simplify rule definition.
The engine keeps a comprehensive history of rule results
and rule meta data, which allows to monitor data quality over
time and to check whether quality improvement projects were
successful. This quality data is exposed to external BI tools
for reporting and further analysis.
An important consequence of the flexibility of our approach
is that the DCE can also be used during DWH/ETL development to test the result processes. The testing rules developed
during this project phase may also be used during normal
operation, reducing the overall cost.
Our approach is currently working on any relational
database system. In the future, we plan to also integrate Big
Data systems like Hadoop, as more and more relevant data is
stored in such systems. Thus data quality should be monitored
there as well. As there is currently no universal query language
standard like SQL in the relational sector, we will have to
devise a flexible way to cope with various rule definition
languages.
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Abstract—Part-of-speech (PoS) tagging is a crucial part in
many natural language machine learning tasks. Current state-ofthe-art PoS taggers exhibit excellent qualitative performance, but
also contribute heavily to the total runtime of text preprocessing
and feature generation, which makes feature engineering a timeconsuming task. We propose a lightweight dictionary and heuristics based PoS tagger that exploits Wiktionary as its information
source. We demonstrate that its application to natural language
machine learning tasks considerably decreases the feature generation runtime, while not degrading the overall performance
on these tasks. We compare the lightweight tagger to a stateof-the-art maximum entropy based PoS tagger in clustering and
classification tasks and evaluate its performance on the Brown
Corpus. Finally, we explore future research scenarios where our
tagger and Wiktionary lookup enables efficient processing of big
data due to the significant decrease in runtime.
Keywords—Machine learning; feature engineering; natural language processing; part-of-speech tagging; big data.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Large scale corpora of unstructured natural language text,
as found on the web or in enterprise document management
systems, are common application fields for various supervised
and unsupervised machine learning algorithms. The goal in
most of these scenarios is to extract structured information
from the unstructured text. This can include global structure
derived from clustering, local structure as detected by topic
segmentation, or meta-data such as authors, named entities,
facts, or genre.
In many of these scenarios, the unstructured text is first
preprocessed and transformed into a suitable feature representation for the machine learning algorithm used. A common
feature representation is the classical text vector space or bagof-words model [1]. In this space, each term in the corpus is
represented by an own dimension. A text is transformed into
this vector space by counting the frequency of each term it
contains and storing these frequencies in the corresponding
components of the vector. In order to counteract certain artifacts, such as differences in the length of documents, these raw
term-frequency vectors are often additionally weighted using
various schemes such as term frequencyŰinverse document
frequency (TF-IDF) [2] or BM25 [3].
In addition to weighting term vectors, terms can be pruned
by not taking them into account when transforming texts to
term vectors. Specific word categories do not transport the
concepts or meanings of a text and are thus often omitted
from the feature representation. One way to prune these words
is via stop-word lists [4], which are usually non-exhaustive. A
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more sophisticated approach is part-of-speech tagging, which
assigns a word category such as noun, verb or adjective, to each
term in the document. Instead of specific words, entire word
categories are omitted, which are unlikely to encode concepts,
such as determiners, particles, verbs and so on. Nouns and
proper nouns are the most likely word categories to transport
meaning, and it is usually terms from these categories that get
included into the feature representation of a text document.
Part-of-speech (PoS) tagging has been an active research
topic over the last two decades. Various approaches have been
devised, from rule-based systems [5], to different statistical
approaches via Hidden Markov Models [6], Maximum Entropy
Models [7], Conditional Random Field (CRF) models [8] or
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [9]. Especially the statistical approaches exhibit excellent accuracy. However, these
approaches also incur a considerable increase in runtime, and
often the feature extraction based on PoS tags can take longer
than the actual task at hand. Moreover, feature engineering
becomes more cumbersome as modifications of and experimentation with the feature engineering strategy necessitates a
rerun of the feature extraction stage.
For big data scenarios arising from web corpora, this
increase in runtime is a big hindrance. Processing times can
only be decreased at best in a linear manner by adding more
machines to solve the problem. In research scenarios hardware
budgets are bounded, so a different strategy that decreases the
time complexity of tagging is preferable.
Large scale corpora as described above are not only problematic due to their size, but also due to the fact that they
are often multi-lingual. While English PoS tagging models are
available, PoS tagging models for other languages are harder
to obtain. This can be attributed to the lack of training corpora
through which statistical PoS tagging models can be trained.
Therefore, a tagging system that does not rely on training
corpora would be desirable.
We hypothesize that a dictionary and heuristics based
tagging approach is sufficient in quality for the above described
application scenarios if its recall is comparable to that of more
sophisticated methods. Furthermore, this tagging approach
should have a considerable edge over more sophisticated
approaches in terms of runtime performance. In this paper,
we exploit Wiktionary [10] as a freely available, multi-lingual
information source which allows us to tackle the problem in
an efficient and cheap manner.
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Table I.
T HE TOP TEN LANGUAGES BY ARTICLE COUNT IN
W IKTIONARY. T HE LARGE AMOUNT OF ARTICLES AVAILABLE FOR

Contribution
Our contribution consists of the following:
1)
2)

3)

4)

5)

II.

A lightweight, dictionary and heuristics based PoS
tagger based on Wiktionary, that is fast, sufficiently
accurate and cheaply adaptable to other languages.
An evaluation of PoS tagging and runtime performance on the Brown Corpus relative to a state-ofthe-art tagger, allowing us to estimate its performance
when used for the feature engineering stage of machine learning tasks.
An evaluation of the PoS tagger as part of the feature
engineering stage of a text clustering task, showing
that using the lightweight tagger decreases the overall
runtime of the scenario considerably, while retaining
the same quality as achieved with the state-of-the-art
tagger.
An evaluation of the PoS tagger as part of a text
classification task, again showing that the lightweight
tagger decreases the overall runtime while retaining
the same quality as achieved with the state-of-the-art
tagger.
A discussion of potential applications and implications on big data tasks.

DIFFERENT LANGUAGES MAKES OUR TAGGING APPROACH READILY
APPLICABLE TO NON -E NGLISH LANGUAGES , WHICH IS NOT THE CASE FOR
TRADITIONAL P O S TAGGING METHODS .

An article describing a term in Wiktionary generally contains information about a term’s part-of-speech, word sense,
pronunciation and so on. Usage examples are also often
provided, as well as synonyms, antonyms, hypernyms and
hyponyms. In addition, different spelling variations as well as
reflections of a term are present.
This information varies across articles for one language,
and between the collections of the 170 languages found
in Wiktionary. The number of terms found in a language
collection is also varying heavily depending on the language,
from a few millions to a few dozens. Table I lists the top
10 languages and their individual article count at the time
of writing. This shows that Wiktionary contains many large
corpora for various languages. In this work we focus on
English; however, performing the following experiments on
corpora of other languages is easily possible, since building a
lightweight tagger for a different languages involves parsing
the corresponding articles in Wiktionary. This task is far less
labour-intense than manually tagging a sufficient amount of
training data.
As a first step we have built a parser for Wiktionary articles
that extracts each word’s forms, possible part-of-speech tags,
synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms and translations. For most
words in Wiktionary, all its possible inflexions, e.g., "see",
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# articles

English
French
Malagasy
Chinese
Lithuanian
Russian
Greek
Korean
Swedish
Turkish

3,188,521
2,289,494
2,232,273
828,580
610,707
458,634
406,259
349,626
329,137
311,471

Table II.

W IKTIONARY- BASED PART-O F -S PEECH TAGGING

Our lightweight PoS tagger uses Wiktionary as an information source. Wiktionary is a freely available, multilingual
dictionary, thesaurus, and phrase book. It is edited by volunteers all over the world and currently contains dictionaries
for 170 languages [11]. Wiktionary has an exhaustive list of
criteria for inclusion of a word [12] and aims to capture
common vocabulary. Proper nouns arising from person and
company names, places and other named entities are included
with specific caveats.

Language

U NIFIED TAG SET USED BY OUR LIGHTWEIGHT TAGGER .
Tag

Examples

ADJECTIVE
ADVERB
CONJUNCTION
DETERMINER
NOUN
PROPER_NOUN
NUMBER
PARTICLE
PRONOUN
PREPOSITION
PUNCTUATION
VERB
OTHER
UNKNOWN

green, valuable
strongly, quickly
and, but, so
the, an
house, car
Stefanie, Linux
3.14, hundred
who, whom
his, theirs
in, from, on
.;:!
see, fell, had
anything else
special tag

"saw", "seen" etc., are usually present. It should be noted that
Wiktionary also contains multi-token phrases. For this work,
we omit all such phrases.
The parsed information is then fed into an index that is
easily queriable. From this index, we derive the necessary
information to build the lightweight tagger. We only use
the forms and part-of-speech tags of a word. The tagger
itself consists of a simple hash map with the lower cased
word forms/inflexions as keys and the corresponding lists of
potential PoS tags as values. The tags are normalized to a set of
14 word categories, given in Table II. We map other tagging
systems such as the Penn Treebank tag set or the Stuttgart
tag set to these 14 word categories as well. For brevity, we
omit these mappings here, they can be found online [13] (user:
anonymous, no password).
The annotation process consists of the following steps:
1)
2)
3)

Tokenize the input text, e.g. via OpenNLP [14] or
JTokenizer [15]
Transform each token to lower case, taking its locale
into account
For each token, look it up in the hash map
a) If found, return a random PoS tag from the
list of the found entry
b) If not found
i) If the token does not start with a letter,
return UNKNOWN
ii) If the token starts with an upper-case
letter, return PROPER_NOUN
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Else, return NOUN

Our evaluation strives to provide empirical evidence for the
following hypothesis:

The lightweight tagger is sufficiently precise.

•

The lightweight tagger is considerably faster than the
state-of-the-art tagger.

•

The errors introduced do not negatively influence
supervised and unsupervised machine learning computations.

The following sections describe experiments carried out to
gather evidence for the above assumptions.
A. PoS Tagging
We evaluated the lightweight tagger’s precision and recall
on the English Brown Corpus [16], [17] and compared it to
results obtained from the Maximum Entropy based PoS tagger
in the freely available OpenNLP package, which was trained
on the Penn Treebank corpus [18]. The Brown Corpus consists
of roughly one million tagged words, from various genres such
as news articles, editorials, humorous texts and so on. For the
evaluation we mapped both the Brown Corpus tag set and the
Penn Treebank tags emitted by the OpenNLP PoS tagger to
our simplified tag set described in Section II. This allowed
us to directly quantify the relative performance of our tagger
relative to the OpenNLP PoS tagger.
We let both taggers tag the entire Brown Corpus and
then calculated precision and recall based on the ground truth
found in the corpus. We used the tokenization as given in
the Brown Corpus instead of using a dedicated tokenizer. The
results are shown in Figure 1, which shows the precision and
recall of each tagger for specific word categories. Our focus
is on nouns and proper nouns, as these are used to generate
features for text classification and clustering. The lightweight
tagger has similar recall for nouns compared to the OpenNLP
tagger. The precision of the lightweight tagger for nouns is
what one would expect for a baseline dictionary tagger. While
not exactly stellar, it is still performing surprisingly well. For
proper nouns, the OpenNLP tagger is clearly superior in both
precision and recall. We attribute this to the fact that we only
tag tokens that start with an upper case letter as proper nouns.
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OpenNLP
Lightweight

Precision

This simple dictionary and heuristics based approach is
equal to the baseline systems used in the evaluation of many
statistical PoS tagger models. The handling of unknown words
is motivated by the assumption that Wiktionary covers nonnoun word groups exhaustively, while nouns and proper nouns
are underrepresented. We therefore assume that any word not
in the dictionary is a proper-noun, in case it starts with an
upper case letter, and a noun otherwise. Tokens that do not
start with a letter are tagged with UNKNOWN, indicating that
the tagger has no information about what category this token
belongs to.

PR
OP

iii)

Figure 1. Comparison of precision (left) and recall (right) obtained by both
the state-of-the-art tagger based on OpenNLP and our lightweight tagger on
the tag set considered in this paper. For the relevant categories NOUN and
PROPER_NOUN the lightweight tagger shows an acceptable precision and a
recall comparable to the OpenNLP tagger.

We also measured the time spent on tagging. Our test
machine was an Intel Core i7 CPU at 2.8Ghz, with 8GB RAM.
Both the OpenNLP tagger and our lightweight tagger were
written in Java. We ran the experiments in a 64-bit JVM from
Oracle, version 1.7, update 9, assigning a maximum of 1GB
of heap memory to the Java process. We ran each experiment
10 times and averaged the runtimes. The classification results
are deterministic and where thus not averaged. Table III shows
the average time taken by each annotator to annotate the entire
Brown Corpus. As expected, the lightweight tagger was much
faster than the much more sophisticated Maximum Entropy
based tagger, which was outperformed by a factor of 100.
Another attribute of a dictionary and heuristics based tagger
like the one presented here, is that it is more robust to
grammatically incorrect text, found in social media or HTML
pages cleaned and converted to plain text. The OpenNLP
tagger, like other PoS taggers, needs sentence boundaries to
function correctly. Our tagger has no such requirement and
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Table III.
TAGGING RUNTIME OF THE LIGHTWEIGHT TAGGER AND THE
O PEN NLP TAGGER FOR THE ENTIRE B ROWN C ORPUS AVERAGED ACROSS
10 RUNS . T HE LIGHTWEIGHT TAGGER OUTPERFORMS THE MORE
SOPHISTICATED MAXIMUM ENTROPY TAGGER BY A FACTOR OF 100.
Lightweight tagger

OpenNLP maximum entropy tagger

0.274s

34.219s

Table IV.

P URITY AND CONDITIONAL CLUSTER ENTROPY AS WELL AS
THE RUNTIMES OF FEATURE GENERATION (FE) AND CLUSTERING (C) ON
THE SELECTED SUBSET OF 5 NEWSGROUPS . G OOD CLUSTERINGS HAVE
HIGH PURITY AND LOW ENTROPY.
Configuration

Purity

Entropy

FE Runtime

C
Runtime

All Tokens
NN/PN OpenNLP
NN/PN Lightweight

0.3461
0.8864
0.8915

0.8928
0.2897
0.2765

13.678s
29.090s
1.978s

1.059s
0.368s
0.378s

lends itself well to noisy text.
To establish whether the decrease in tagging performance
has an impact on common natural text machine learning tasks,
we evaluated both taggers in clustering and classification tasks
as described in the next sections.
B. Feature Generation for Clustering & Classification
Our clustering and classification experiments share the
same feature generation stage. Regardless of the corpus, we
performed the following steps for each text document to
transform it into a term vector. First, we tokenized each
text document using the Maximum Entropy based tokenizer
from the OpenNLP package. Each token was then stemmed
using the Porter stemmer [19], [20] and normalized taking the
English locale into consideration. We also applied a simple
stop-word list found in Gate [21], filtering out high frequency
words. Note that this step could actually be omitted since we
are only taking nouns and proper nouns into account in the
later stage.
For the OpenNLP tagger we also had to detect sentence
boundaries with the corresponding Maximum Entropy sentence splitter in OpenNLP, which added additional processing
time to the feature generation stage. Finally, we either tagged
the tokens using the OpenNLP tagger or our lightweight tagger.
From the resulting list of tokens, we only took the stemmed
and normalized form of nouns and proper nouns and converted
them to term vectors as described in Section I. We then applied
common TF-IDF weighting and normalized the vectors to
unit length. In the TF-IDF scheme, the weight of term t in
document d is given by




p
|D|
wd (t) = 1 + n(t, d) · ln 1 +
,
(1)
n(t)
where n(t, d) is the number of times term t occurs in document
d, n(t) is the number of times the term t occurs in all
documents, and |D| is the total number of documents. These
term vectors were then used as the input to our clustering and
classification experiments.

For clustering, we implemented the efficient online spherical k-means algorithm [24], using a constant learning rate
of 0.01. We set the number of desired clusters to 5 and 20,
respectively, and terminated the clustering algorithm after 3
iterations over the document set. For centroid initialization we
used the k-means++ seeding strategy [25], which stochastically
selects the initial centroids based on their distance to each
other. In order to guarantee that all runs have the same initial
conditions we provided a constant seed to the random number
generator used. This enables a more effective comparison of
different PoS taggers.
For each experiment we measured the purity and conditional cluster entropy of the resulting clusterings, as well as the
runtimes of feature generation and clustering, averaged over
10 runs on our test machine described in Section III-A. Purity
and conditional cluster entropy are both criteria for evaluating
the clustering quality against a ground truth labeling [26].
Purity ranges between 0 and 1 and measures the accuracy
of the assignment that is obtained if every instance would
be labeled with the majority label within its corresponding
cluster. A perfect purity of 1 is thus reached if all instances
within each cluster have the same label. On the other hand,
conditional cluster entropy measures the average amount of
uncertainty about the cluster assignment of one instance that
remains if its label is known. That is, a perfect clustering has
a conditional cluster entropy of 0, since knowing the label
completely determines the assigned cluster.
We performed the experiment on a total of 6 configurations,
3 runs for the selected subset of 5 newsgroups and another 3
runs on the full dataset of 20 newsgroups. The 3 configurations
defined how the feature generation stage was carried out:
1)
2)

C. Text Clustering
We evaluated our lightweight tagger in a text clustering
scenario by comparing the achieved performance values to
those obtained when using the OpenNLP tagger in the feature
generation stage. We chose the 20 newsgroups corpus [22],
[23] for our experiments as it is commonly used for text
clustering evaluations. The 20 newsgroups corpus consists
of roughly 20,000 documents, mostly equally collected from
20 different news groups, spanning topics such as atheism,
politics, and sports. Each group is represented by around
1,000 documents. The corpus is split into a training and
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testing set for classification tasks, which we merged for this
clustering scenario. We ran the experiment on both a manually
selected subset of 5 groups ("rec.motorcycles", "alt.atheism",
"talk.politics.guns", "comp.windows.x", "sci.crypt") as well as
on the complete subset of all 20 newsgroups.
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3)

all tokens, stemmed, normalized,
nouns and proper nouns, stemmed, normalized, using
the OpenNLP tagger,
nouns and proper nouns, stemmed, normalized, using
the lightweight tagger.

Table IV summarizes the results on the 5 newsgroup subset,
Table V describes the results on the full 20 newsgroup corpus.
The runtime of the
siderably lower for the
OpenNLP tagger. This
speed-up is here 10 to

feature generation stage was conlightweight tagger compared to the
was expected, though the relative
20-fold. This is a result of timing
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Table V.
P URITY AND CONDITIONAL CLUSTER ENTROPY AS WELL AS
THE RUNTIMES OF FEATURE GENERATION (FE) AND CLUSTERING (C) ON
THE FULL CORPUS OF ALL 20 NEWSGROUPS . G OOD CLUSTERINGS HAVE
HIGH PURITY AND LOW ENTROPY.
Configuration

Purity

Entropy

FE Runtime

C
Runtime

All Tokens
NN/PN OpenNLP
NN/PN Lightweight

0.2659
0.4432
0.4486

0.7537
0.5532
0.5541

79.692s
143.706s
7.300s

12.833s
4.145s
4.202s

Table VI.
T OTAL NUMBER OF FEATURES GENERATED BY EACH
CONFIGURATION , FOR BOTH THE SELECTED SUBSET 5 NEWSGROUPS AND
THE FULL CORPUS
Configuration

# Features 5 NG

# Features 20 NG

All Tokens
NN/PN OpenNLP
NN/PN Lightweight

99220
28432
20842

343408
83388
63853

the entire feature engineering stage instead of just the PoS
tagging stage as described in Section III-A. Clustering times
were comparable in case of the OpenNLP and lightweight
tagger configurations, and higher in case of using all tokens.
This can be explained by the fact that the clustering time is
dominated by adjusting cluster centroids, which is proportional
to the number of features in a cluster centroid. Using all
tokens significantly increased the number of features of cluster
centroids, as shown in Table VI.
As far as the quality of the resulting clusterings is concerned, using all tokens was highly detrimental to the clustering quality as shown in Tables IV and V. The additional
tokens generated much noise, and the resulting cluster centroids were capturing features from all newsgroups. The other
configurations for which only nouns and proper nouns were
used performed considerably better. Both performed at approximately the same level on both the subset and the full corpus,
supporting our hypothesis that using a sufficiently accurate PoS
tagger like our lightweight tagger does not decrease clustering
performance.
D. Text Classification
We evaluated our lightweight tagger also in a text classification scenario, by comparing the achieved performance values
to those obtained with standard feature engineering methods.
For this comparison we chose a classification task on the
Reuters RCV1 corpus [27], a well-known dataset for document
classification. It consists of 806,791 newswire stories that were
collected over the period of one year, manually categorized,
and made available by Reuters Ltd for research purposes.
The dataset was labeled with respect to three different sets of
categories: Topics, Industries, and Regions; in this paper we
focus on the 103 Topic categories. Note that in contrast to the
results described in [27] we use the raw RCV1 corpus without
any additional corrections, thus the obtained performance
values should not be directly compared.
The documents were transformed into term vectors as
described in Section III-B. According to [27], the documents
were then split into a training set of 23,149 documents, and a
test set consisting of 781,278 instances. This is a chronological
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Table VII.
C OMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF FEATURES OBTAINED
WITH DIFFERENT FEATURE ENGINEERING METHODS ON BOTH THE TOTAL
R EUTERS CORPUS AND THE TRAINING SET ONLY. B OTH OUR
LIGHTWEIGHT TAGGER AND THE STATE - OF - THE - ART O PEN NLP TAGGER
ONLY EXTRACT NOUNS AND PROPER NOUNS .

#
#
#
#

documents
features (all tokens)
features (OpenNLP)
features (lightweight)

training set

total

23,149
49,427
44,840
42,049

806,791
303,732
281,170
255,147

Table VIII.

C OMPARISON OF THE RUNTIMES OF VECTORIZATION AND
CLASSIFICATION OF THE R EUTERS CORPUS IN DIFFERENT FEATURE
ENGINEERING SCENARIOS .

all tokens
OpenNLP
lightweight

vectorization

classification

382s
1171s
395s

1810s
1172s
1100s

split that selects all documents published within the first 12
days in the corpus as training documents, while retaining most
of the complete year as test data. This asymmetric split resulted
in the interesting fact that only a relatively small subset of all
terms in the corpus occurred in the training set (Table VII).
Classification was then performed by training a linear SVM
on the training set for each of the 103 available topics, i.e.,
for each topic we solved a binary classification problem.
We used the SVM implementation from LIBLINEAR [28]
with default parameters C = 4 and eps = 0.1 (solver
L2R_L2LOSS_SVC_DUAL). The individual performance values obtained for each topic on the test set were then combined
using micro- and macro-averages and compared for the same
feature engineering scenarios described in Section III-C: i)
using all available tokens, ii) using nouns and proper nouns
tagged by the state-of-the-art maximum entropy based tagger
provided by the OpenNLP library, and iii) using nouns and
proper nouns tagged by our lightweight tagger based on
Wiktionary.
Table VII shows the number of features extracted for
each of these scenarios. Interestingly, about 90% to 95% of
all tokens are nouns, indicating the rather factual nature of
newswire articles. This further supports the hypothesis that in
many real world scenarios, the restriction to nouns in feature
engineering preserves most of the information contained in
documents.
The runtimes of the Reuters classification algorithm in all
three feature engineering scenarios are shown in Table VIII.
All times were averaged over 10 runs on our test machine
specified in Section III-A. It can be seen that in the vectorization stage the lightweight tagger significantly outperforms
the heavy-weight OpenNLP tagger and is almost as fast as
using no tagger at all (all tokens). The runtime of the SVM
classification is only indirectly depending on the type of
feature engineering used; since the other preprocessing steps
(tokenization, stemming, stop word removal) and the number
of data samples are the same for all three scenarios, its runtime
mainly depends on the number of features, which is highest
for the case where all tokens are used.
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Table IX.
C OMPARISON OF THE CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE
OBTAINED WITH DIFFERENT FEATURE ENGINEERING METHODS . S HOWN
ARE MACRO - AND MICRO - AVERAGES OF PRECISION , RECALL , AND F1,
RESPECTIVELY, FOR THE THREE DIFFERENT SCENARIOS .

all tokens
OpenNLP
lightweight

Macro-Averages
Precision Recall
F1

Micro-Averages
Precision Recall
F1

0.446
0.428
0.418

0.721
0.704
0.691

0.692
0.663
0.657

0.519
0.497
0.491

0.852
0.840
0.835

0.781
0.766
0.756

Finally, Table IX shows the classification performance for
the different feature engineering scenarios. Macro- and microaverages are calculated over the individual performance values
obtained by single binary classifiers on different topics. MicroF1 values of about 0.75 to 0.8 are comparable to other studies
on the RCV1 corpus [27], [29]. It can be seen that the
performance is higher when all tokens are used compared to
the cases where only nouns and proper nouns enter the feature
space, which is expected since the higher the dimensionality
of the input space, the more likely the linear classifier is able
to find a good separating hyperplane. However, a comparison
of only the noun-based preprocessing methods reveals that
both the lightweight tagger and the OpenNLP tagger roughly
achieve the same classification performance.
Thus, we can conclude that also for supervised classification tasks the significant reduction of runtime when using the
lightweight tagger does not come at the cost of a decreased
performance, even though the general restriction to nouns and
proper nouns indirectly influences classification performance
through the dimensionality of the feature space.

lemma of words, together with all or most of their inflexions.
This allows us to build a comprehensive dictionary that can be
used to lemmatize known words. Developing a hybrid model of
Wiktionary based lookup and statistical methods for unknown
words is planned for future research.
V.

Part-of-speech tagging is a crucial and time-consuming
preprocessing step in many machine learning scenarios on
natural language text. Our work tries to reduce the runtime
of this step by approximating the performance of state-ofthe-art PoS taggers, exploiting Wiktionary as the information
source. We demonstrated that our approach can be used as
a replacement for more precise but also more expensive PoS
tagging models. The feature generation stage is considerably
faster, while the quality of the machine learning results do not
deteriorate. Furthermore, our approach is extendable to other
languages without having to manually PoS tag large corpora
of text. Instead, language collections from Wiktionary can be
easily parsed and integrated. Our approach is especially well
suited for big data scenarios, where short processing times
directly translate into more experiments that can be carried out
within a fixed time span. We described possible application
scenarios and our planned future work, which includes fact
extraction from large web corpora and lemmatization.
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Abstract—Risk hedging strategies are at the heart of financial
risk management. As with many financial institutions, insurance
companies try to hedge their risk against potentially large losses,
such as those associated with natural catastrophes. Much of
this hedging is facilitated by engaging in risk transfer contracts
with the global reinsurance market. Devising an effective hedging
strategy depends on careful data analysis and optimization. In this
paper, we study from the perspective of an insurance company
a Reinsurance Contract Optimization problem in which we are
given a reinsurance contract consisting of a fixed number of
contractual layers and a simulated set of expected loss distributions (one per layer), plus a model of reinsurance market
costs. Our task is to identify optimal combinations of placements
such that for a given expected return the associated risk value is
minimized. The solution to this high-dimensional multi-objective
data analysis and optimization problem is a Pareto frontier that
quantifies the best available trade-offs between expected risk and
returns. Our approach to this reinsurance contract optimization
problem is to adapt the evolutionary heuristic search method
called Population Based Incremental Learning, or PBIL, to work
with discretized solution spaces. Our multi-threaded Discretized
PBIL method (or DiPBIL) is able to solve larger “real world”
problem instances than previous methods. For example, problems
with a 5% discretization and 7 or less contractual layers can be
solved in less than 1h:20m, while previously infeasible problems
that would have taken weeks or even months to run with as many
as 15 layers can be solved in less than a day.

Much of this hedging is facilitated by the global reinsurance
market [1] (See Figure 1). Natural catastrophe reinsurers insure
other insurance companies against the massive claims that
can occur after events such as earthquakes, hurricanes, and
floods. This transfer of risk is done in a manner similar
to how a consumer cedes part of the risk associated with
their private holdings by buying an insurance contract. This
contract is defined in terms of a layer consisting of 1) a limit
(i.e., the maximum payout), 2) a deductible or attachment
(i.e., minimum loss triggering a claim), and 3) the share or
placement (i.e., the percentage of losses in that layer that will
be covered). Unlike the case of the consumer, the insurer has
the ability to define complex multi-layered contracts and offer
them to the reinsurance market. Doing so, it must carefully
analyze the data it has on expected annual loss distributions
and market reinsurance costs in order to identify contractual
terms that maximize its expected reinsurance recoveries for
each of a given set of risk tolerance values. In the insurance
setting, typical risk measures include variance, Value at Risk
(VaR) or a Tail-Value at Risk (TVaR) [1].

Keywords—Financial Risk Management; Reinsurance Contract
Optimization; Population Based Incremental Learning; Insurance
and Reinsurance Analytics.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Risk hedging strategies are at the heart of financial risk
management. As with many financial institutions, insurance
companies try to hedge their risk against potentially large
losses, such as those associated with natural catastrophes.
1 This research was financially supported by the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) and Flagstone Re, Halifax,
Canada under the Collaborative Research and Development Grant CRDPJ
412889-11. This project is also supported by the Science without Border
program of CNPq (Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientı́fico e
Tecnológico - Brazil) and Instituto Federal de Educação, Ciência e Tecnologia
do Maranhão
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Figure 1. Risk and premium flows between consumers, primary
insurers, and reinsurers

In this paper, we study from the perspective of an insurance
company a Reinsurance Contract Optimization problem. Given
a reinsurance contract consisting of a fixed number of layers
and a simulated set of expected loss distributions (one per
layer), plus a model of reinsurance costs, identifying optimal
combinations of placements such that for a given expected
return the associated risk value is minimized. The solution to
this high-dimensional multi-objective optimization problem is
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a Pareto frontier that quantifies the available trade-offs between
expected risk and returns, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 3. An example two layer reinsurance contract optimization problem with two sample solutions
Figure 2. The studied reinsurance contract optimization problem: Inputs and Outputs
There are many heuristics methods that can be applied to
optimization problems like this, such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [2], Differential Evolution (DE) [3], [4], Genetic Algorithms (GA) [5], Evolution Strategies (ES) [6] and
Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL) [7]. Among
these meta-heuristics we tried to use GA, nevertheless its
performance was poor because demanded a lot of time to compute solutions considering our data set. Our approach is based
on an adaptation of the evolutionary heuristic search method
called Population Based Incremental Learning, or PBIL, which
is a type of genetic algorithm where the genotype of an
entire population is evolved rather than individual members
and offers the following advantages. The algorithm is simpler
than many standard genetic algorithms, works well in high
dimensional spaces, and typically leads to equivalent or better
results than standard GAs. Further, the algorithm was amenable
to an important adaptation required by our problem, namely
that solutions (i.e., placement values) must be discretized,
typically in units of 10%, 5% or 1%, rather than being allowed
to take on continuous values. Furthermore, PBIL also demands
less computational power than the other methods since it is not
based on genetic operators like crossover and selection.
In the remainder of this paper, we first formally define our
reinsurance contract optimization problem in Section 2. Then
we describe a discretized PBIL method and how it can be
applied to our problem in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
a detailed performance analysis comparing our results to an
enumeration method (both implemented in R) in terms of both
speed and quality of result. Finally, we present the conclusions
and future works in Section 5.

structures, such as deductibles and limits, as well as the amount
of risk the insurer wishes to maintain. The deductible describes
the amount of loss that the insurer must incur before being
able to claim a loss to the reinsurance contract, the limit
describes the maximum amount in excess of the deductible
that is claimable and the placement describes the percentage
of the claimed loss that will be covered by the reinsurer.
Typically, companies try to hedge their risk placing multiple layers at once as illustrated in Figure 3. That is, they may
have multiple sets of limit and deductible combinations. These
different layers may also have differing placement amounts
associated with them. At the same time, insurers are price
takers in terms of the compensation paid to reinsurers for
assuming risk. This compensation, or premium, depends on
both the amount of risk associated with a layer and the
placement amount of the layer. For this reason, it is important
for insurers to choose placements when seeking to buy multiple
layers. This optimal placement ensures that the insurer is
able to maximize their returns on reinsurance contracts for
potentially large future events.
In the remainder, we explore the use of optimization methods for finding optimal combinations of placements for multilayer contracts from the prospective of a property-causality
insurer. To simplify the problem description we focus on
the primary contractual terms. Secondary terms such as the
contractual costs associated with brokerage fee and contractual expenses, as well as provisions such as reinstatement
premiums, are straightforward to add. As is typically done in
reinsurance markets, contracts are assumed to be enforced for
a one year period.
B. Reinsurance Costs

II.

T HE R EINSURANCE C ONTRACT O PTIMIZATION
P ROBLEM

A. Reinsurance Business Basics
Insurance organizations, with the help of the global reinsurance market, look to hedge their risk against potentially large
claims, or losses[1]. This transfer of risk is done in a manner
similar to how a consumer cedes part of the risk associated
with their private holdings.
Unlike the case of the consumer, whom is usually given
options as to the type of insurance structures to choose from,
the insurer has the ability to set its own structures and offers
them to the reinsurance market. Involved in this process are
decisions around the what type and the magnitude of financial
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The basic cost of reinsurance to an insurer comes in the
form of premium payments. As mention previously, the amount
of premium paid for a layer can vary with the amount of the
layer being placed in the market. In general, premiums are
stated per unit of limit, also known as a rate on line. The cost
of the reinsurance layer can then be expressed as follows:
p = πµ(π, l, d) × l

(1)

where p is the monetary value of the premium, µ is the rate on
line, π is the placement, d is the deductible and l is the limit.
For contracts with multiple layers, (1) can be generalized such
that:
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p=µ
~ T L~π

(2)

where L is an n × n diagonal matrix of limits, µ
~ is a n × 1
vector of rate on lines, ~π is a n × 1 vector of placements, and
n is the number of layers being placed. This matrix defines a
model of expected reinsurance costs.
C. Reinsurance Recoveries

tail expectation (CTE). Unlike, the traditional finance portfolio
problem, in the insurance context a claim made, or loss, to
the contract is income to the buyer of contract. This means,
from the perspective of the insurer, they wish to maximize
the amount claimable for a given risk value. In doing so they
minimize amount of loss the insurer may face in a year.
Equation 7 can then be rewritten in matrix format such
that:

Losses affecting an insurer can be defined as a random
variable X, such that:
X ∼ fX (x)

(3)

and fX is some distribution that represents severity of X.
These losses, once claimed, are subject to the financial terms
associated with the contract they are being claimed against.
Any one instance of X, xi , then results in a claim of:
ci = max{0, min{l, xi − d}}π

(4)

where ci is the value of the claim for ith instance of X.
Equation 4 can then be extended to contracts with multiple
layers as follows:
ci =

n
X

max{0, min{lj , xi − dj }}πj

(5)

j=1

where lj , dj and πj are the limit, deductible and placement of
the j th layer respectively. In addition to this, many contracts
allow for multiple claims in any given contractual year. The
yearly contractual loss is then, assuming no financial terms
that impose a maximum amount claimable, simply the sum of
all individual claims in a given contractual year.
yj =

n
X

cij

(6)

i=1

where yj is the annual amount claimed for the jth layer. The
annual return for reinsurance contract is then defined as:
r

= ~y T ~π − p
= ~y T ~π − µ
~ T L~π
T
= (~y − µ
~ T L)~π

(7)

where ~y is an n × 1 vector of annual claims for each layer.
D. The Risk Value and Optimization Problem
Given a fixed number of layers and loss distributions the
insurer is then faced with selecting an optimal combination
of placements. As with most financial structures, the problem
faced is selecting an optimal proportion, or placement, of each
layer such for a given expected return on the contracts the
associated risk is minimized. This is generally done by using
a risk value such as a variance, Value at Risk (VaR) or a TailValue at risk (TVaR). The Tail-Value at Risk is also referred
to as a conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) or a conditional
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R = (Y − ML)~π

(8)

where R is a m × 1 vector of recoveries, Y is a m × n matrix
of annual claims and M is a m × n matrix of rates on line.
Since the same year is being simulated each row in matrix M
is the same. This formulation leads to a optimization problem
as follows:
maximize
s.t.

V aRα (R(π))
E(R(π)) = a

(9)

Given that the expected return a is not specified (9) can be
rewritten to a Pareto Frontier problem, such that:

maximize

V aRα (R(π)) − qE(R(π))

(10)

where q is a risk tolerance factor greater than zero.
This problem can be approached in using numerous methods. Mistry et al. [14] use an enumeration approach by
discretizing the search space for the each layer’s placements.
The discretization of the placements may be desirable for
practical reasons (i.e., a placement with more than two decimal
places may be invalid in negotiations) and the full enumeration
method lends itself well to parallel computation. However,
the computational time to evaluate all possible combinations
increases exponentially as the number of layers and the
resolution of the discretization increases. This renders the
enumeration approach infeasible for many practically sized
problems.
Mitschele et al. introduced the use of heuristic methods
for addressing reinsurance optimization problems [13]. They
show the power of two multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
in finding non-dominated combinations, in comparison to the
true non-dominated set of points. Mitschele et al., however,
work exclusively in continuous space and focus on algorithms
that change the limit and deductible aspects of a reinsurance
contract, so there methods are not directly applicable here.
III.

D ISCRETIZED P OPULATION BASED I NCREMENTAL
L EARNING

Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL) was first
proposed by Baluja [7]. The algorithm’s populations are
encoded using binary vectors and an associated probability
vector, which was then updated based on the best members
of a population. Unlike other evolutionary algorithms, which
transform the current population into new populations, a new
population is generated at random using the updated probability vector on each generation. Baluja describes his algorithm as
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a “combination of evolutionary optimization and hill-climbing”
[7].
Since Baluja’s work, extensions to the algorithm have been
proposed for continuous and base-n represented search spaces
[8], [9], [10]. The extension to continuous search spaces using
histograms (PBILH ) and real-code (RPBIL) suggest splitting
the search space into intervals, each with their own probability
[8], [10]. For multivariate cases, the probability vector is then
substituted for a probability matrix, in such that each row or
column of the matrix represents a probability vector for any
given independent variable.
Algorithm 1 describes the discretized PBIL (DiPBIL)
method used in this paper in terms of the following tunable
parameters:

intervals that are closer to the best individuals [8]. The basen updating method, however, has the side effect of slightly
increasing the probability of increments further from the best
individuals in the search space and may allow for a chance
at more population diversity [9]. To ensure more population
diversity from across generations, the probability matrix is
updated with best member from previous generations as well as
the top q members from the current generation. This modifies
the updating equation slightly, such that:
EW
pN
=
ij

q
X
k=1

pOLD
ij

LFijk
q

(11)

where LFijk is the ith learning factor, as described in [9], for
the kth best result for the jth variable.

•

NG = Total number of generations or iterations

•

n = Size of each population

•

I = Number of Increments (i.e., the discretization)

•

LR2 = Learning Rate in base 2

•

NLR2 = Negative Learning Rate in base 2

•

MR = Mutation Rate

•

MS = Mutation Shift

A. Experimental Setup and Methodology

•

q = Number of best results to be used in updating

We have implemented our discretized PBIL method using
R and RStudio [11] and the doParallel parallelization package
[12]. Our experimental platform consisted of a SunBlade server
x6440, with four Quad-core AMD Opteron 8384 (2.7GHz)
processors and 32 GB Ram, running Red Hat Enterprise Linux
4.8. The prototype code was written in R version x64 2.15.0
and doParallel version 1.0.1 with socket based connections.

Algorithm 1: DiPBIL
Input: NG , I, LR2 , NLR2 , MR , MS , n, q, function
name(fun)
best
Output: xbest
G , fG
Initialization: Pij = 1/I , LRN , NLRN , xbest
G ={},
xbest
={}
i
for i = 1 to NG do
Generate a population X of size n from Pij ;
Evaluate f = fun(X);
from the current and previous
Find xbest
G
populations;
Find xbest
for top q-1 members of the current
i
population;
best
Update Pij based on xbest
using LRN and
G ∪ xi
NLRN ;
end
While PBILH and RPBIL support continuous search
spaces, a similar method can be applied to a discretized
search space. Here, we substitute the intervals for equidistant
increments in the lower and upper bounds of the search
space. This can also be related to a base-n representation,
where each point in a given probability vector represents one
number [9]. In the same spirit as PBILH and RPBIL the
probability matrix is initialized with all increments having
equal probability and is updated after every generation with the
best combinations member (see Algorithm 1). The updating
of each vector in the matrix, however, is done using the
base-n method, with an adjusted learning rate and updating
function [9]. RPBIL suggests its own updating function which
exponentially increases the probabilities as you move toward
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IV.

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

This section presents the experimental evaluation of our
reinsurance contract optimization technique. We first discuss
our setup and methodology as well as the data sets used for the
evaluation. We then present the performance results obtained
in terms of quality of solutions and performance.

All single threaded times were measured as wall clock
times in seconds. All mutli-threaded times were measured as
the wall clock time between the start of the first process and
the termination of the last process. We will refer to the latter
as parallel wall clock time.
For our experiments, we used anonymized industry data
consisting of between 7 and 15 layers, with loss distributions
represented by 50,000 trial loss sets, and a rate on line or
reinsurance cost model defined in 10% increments with linear
interpolation used between data points.
In all runs of DiPBIL, the following values were used for
the fixed parameters: LR2 = 0.1, N LR2 = 0.01, MR =
0.02, MS = 0.05, and q = 3. These parameter settings were
chosen based on recommendations from the literature followed
by empirical testing. In experiments that varied the number of
iterations, discretization, and/or population size the following
values were used: NG = 500, 1000 or 2000; I = 10% or 5%;
and (n = 100, 200 or 400).
Our experiments proceeded in the following steps.
•

Comparison of DiPBIL vs exact methods: Quality of
results.

•

Comparison of DiPBIL vs exact methods: Speed.

•

Performance of multi-threaded DiPBIL.

•

Pushing the envelope.
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C. Comparison of DiPBIL vs exact methods: Speed.
The main reason behind the use of PBIL is the infeasible time to run the enumeration method, especially in large
problems with many layers. Figure 6 illustrates the required
time for different level of discretizations and number of layers,
where shares 01, 05, 10 and 25 depict the discretization
levels of 1%, 5%, 10% and 25%, respectively. For example,
considering 7 layers and 5% of discretization, the enumeration
method takes more than a week to get the answer.

Figure 4. Percentage of time DiPBIL finds the same solution
as the exact method for varying iterations and population size

Figure 6. Required time for different number of layers and
discretization

Figure 5. Average error when DiPBIL does not find the
same solution as the exact method for varying iterations and
population size

B. Comparison of DiPBIL vs exact methods: Quality of results.
Figure 4 shows the percentage of time DiPBIL finds exactly
same solution as the exhaustive enumeration approach for
varying iterations and population size on a problem with 7
layers and a 5% discretization. Each data point represents the
average of 50 experiments. As expected, increasing iterations
and population size increases the probability of finding exactly
the same solution as the exhaustive enumeration approach,
with NG = 2000 iterations on a population size of n = 200
providing the best quality vs. time trade-off.
Figure 5 shows the average error for the cases where the
exact solution is not found. We observe that the average error
is always less than our predetermined error tolerance of 1%.
The largest average error occurs, as expected, with the smallest
population size and iteration count, but even in this case the
average error is only 0.06% and with 2000 iterations on a
population size of 200 the average error drops to just 0.013%.
On other words, with 2000 iterations and population size of
200 the difference between the average of 50 runs and the
optimum given by the enumeration method is 0.013%.
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On the other hand, Figure 7 shows the time on a single core
to compute a single point on efficient frontier for a 7 layer and
5% discretization problem. Note that the enumeration method
takes over 6 days to run with a 5% discretization. The DiPBIL
based approaches take between 100 and 1100 seconds to run
depending on the population size and number of iterations. It
is also important to note that DiPBIL is relatively insensitive
to the discretization level, running in roughly the same time at
1% discretization, while reducing the discretization to 1% for
the enumeration method will (by our estimation) increase the
computing time to over a year. While this graph captures the
relative performance of the methods all of the reported values
based on a prototype R implementation could likely be reduce
by a significant factor with a optimization implementation in
C/C++.
D. Performance of multi-threaded DiPBIL.
Figure 8 shows the time and Figure 9 the corresponding
speedup achieved by the multi-threaded version of DiPBIL,
while computing a 32 point efficient frontier for a realistic 7
dimensional Treaty Optimization problem using a population
size of 200 and 2000 iterations. Even with prototype code
written in R a 75% speedup is achieved with results obtained
in about 1h 20m. Early indications suggest that a tuned
C/OpenMP implementation would be significantly faster.
E. Pushing the envelope.
In order to explore the limits of how large a treaty optimization problem we could effectively solve, we executed
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Figure 7. Comparing speed of DiPBIL for varying dimensionality

Figure 8. Performance of multi-threaded DiPBIL with increasing thread count

multi-threaded DiPBIL on problems with between 9 and 15
dimensions and a 5% discretization with and measured the wall
clock time. Figure 10 shows the results where each data point
represents the average time to compute a 32 point frontier.
We observed that DiPBIL was able to solve larger instances
of the treaty optimization problem than in any previously
reported implementation. Treaty optimization problems with as
many as 9 layers were solvable in under 4 hours and massive
problems involving 15 layers took significantly less than a
day. This is a significant improvement since the run time for
algorithms solving the treaty optimization problem typically
grow exponentially in the number of layers.
V.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we have studied a reinsurance contract
optimization problem and shown that an approached based
on a discretized adaptation of Population Based Incremental
Learning generates high quality solutions in a time efficient
manner. Either, Our multi-threaded DiPBIL method is able to
solve “real world” problem instances with a 5% discretization
and 7 or less layers in less than 1h:20m, and with up to 15
layers in less than a day. In contrast to exact enumeration
methods, only treaty optimization problems with less than 7
layers are solvable in a day, while problems with 7 or more
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Figure 9. Speedup of multi-threaded DiPBIL with increasing
thread count

Figure 10. Time for multi-threaded DiPBIL to solve high
dimensional treaty optimization problems with at fine level
of discretization (5%)

layers require a week or more of computation, or are simply
infeasible.
This approach makes solving “real-world” problems with
more than 8 layers and a 5% discretization feasible in a
way it previously was not. Moreover, the differences between
the DiPBIL and the enumeration method is not significant
(lower than 0.06% ) even when the lowest configuration (500
iterations and a population size equals to 200) is used.
In the future, we plan to extend our analysis to Differential
Evolution and Particle Swarm Optimization. Also basic approach by examining alternative heuristic search strategies that
might also support the required solution space discretization,
evaluate the performance gains achievable with an optimized
C/OpenMP implementation, and add constraints necessary to
support secondary financial terms. Moreover, a multi-objective
approach of DiPBIL is also in development.
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Abstract—The paper describes a content-based recommender
system that classifies textual documents written in Croatian.
We describe how documents are pre-processed, including
procedures of dimensionality reduction, selection of stop-words
and creation of document-term matrix. For the text
classification, a combination of v-fold cross validation and k nearest neighbours (kNN) methods is used. This way, the
‘optimal’ value of k is firstly analyzed, and the results of v-fold
cross validation are applied for the selection of value k. Results
are given in the form of classification error analysis.
Keywords-text mining; recommender system; k-nearest
neighbour; content-based classification; document-term matrix.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Search tools are one of the most used tools today. In the
environment with different kind of sensors, available
information, databases and Internet, the problem is not to
find data, but to find useful information among available data
and all that in the shortest possible time period and
respectively with as little effort as possible along the way.
This is one of the main reasons why recommender systems
have been developed. They have the effect of guiding users
in a personalized way to interesting objects in a large space
of possible options. Every day examples for this include
offering news articles to on-line newspaper readers, based on
a prediction of reader interests, or offering customers of an
on-line retailer suggestion about what they might like to buy,
based on their past history of purchases and/or product
searches.
This paper focuses on classification based recommender
system developed for graduate students to aid their learning
process by suggesting teaching materials based on a
prediction of students’ interests and past studying history.
This problem is highlighted in multidisciplinary studding
areas where students came with different levels of
knowledge and different study backgrounds. The paper
firstly introduces recommender systems and and a short
literature review. After this, pre-processing of documents is
described; this is followed by the description of text
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documents classification. The last section gives more details
on results and, finally, we draw the conclusions.
II.

RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

Many areas have embraced recommender systems. There
are many benefits from their applications; just some
examples of that are the Google News’ results with 38%
more click-through due to recommendation, Netflix’s rented
2/3 of movies based on recommendation, and 35% of
Amazon’s sales are from recommendation [1].
Recommendation systems use a number of different
technologies and are basically classified into two broad
groups [2]:
Content-based systems examine properties of the
items recommended;
Collaborative filtering systems recommend items
based on similarity measures between users and/or items.
The items recommended to a user are those preferred by
similar users.
Recommender systems for text documents written in
natural language have become the subject of research for the
past few decades. In literature [3] [4], examples of automatic
classification of documents where web documents or articles
are classified by Naïve Bayes algorithm [5] can be found.
Other techniques are also applied for classification of textual
documents. Description of library documents classification
based on k - nearest neighbours algorithm can be found in
[6]. Text mining-based recommendation systems assist
customer decision making in online product customization,
where customers describe their interests in textual format,
and, based on captured customers' preferences,
recommendations are generated [7]. Other examples can be
found in [8] [9][10][11][12][13].
When modelling recommendation systems for text
documents written in natural language it is important to carry
out pre-processing procedures in order to provide good
output results. Text documents considered in this
recommendation system are multidisciplinary lecture
materials written in Croatian.
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III.

PRE-PROCESSING OF TEXT DOCUMENTS

Firstly, it was necessary to represent text documents
(strings) in a format suitable for text classification. For this
purpose, a vector space model is used (Figure 1).

(1)
If text documents with various lengths are considered, the
adopted equation (1) looks like this (since for the matrix A
the number of rows is determined by the number of different
words in a text document):

(2)

Figure 1. Text documents vector space

In this model, each text document is displayed as a vector
of words. So, a document-term matrix or term-document
matrix is created (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Document-term matrix

This is a mathematical matrix that describes the
frequency of terms that occur in a collection of documents.
In a document-term matrix, rows correspond to documents in
the collection and columns correspond to terms. For
example, A = (aij), where aij is a weight of word in the
document j. There are several ways of determining the
weight aij. Let fij represent the frequency of words in the
document j, N is the number of documents in the learning
set, M is the number of different words, and ni the total
number of times a word appears in the learning set. The
simplest approach for determining the weight is the binary
weights approach, where aij is set to be 1 if the word
appeared in the document; otherwise it is equal to 0. Another
simple method uses the frequency of occurrences of words in
a document as a weight, i.e. aij = fij. The most popular way of
determining the weight is Term Frequency - Inverse
Document Frequency (TF- IDF) method of determining the
weight where the weights are defined as:
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Given that there may be plenty of different words,
including all the words in the language, plus the results of
conjugation, and also, gender iterations (as in Croatian
different words represent different genders), etc., it was
necessary to determine keywords.
For this, the following steps were completed::
Removing the stop – words;
Tokenization;
Lemmatization;
Stemming;
Synonyms;
Group of words;
Word cleansing.
A. Stop – words
Any group of words can be chosen as the stop - words for
a given purpose. They can be defined as words that don’t
have a relevant meaning for the observed subject. Very
often, the list of stop- words includes conjunctions, but in
some other cases it depends on the document context. The
list of stop - words varies depending on the morphological
characteristics of the language so that the list for Croatian
consists of approximately 2000 words while, for English,
this number is approximately 600 words [14].
B. Tokenization
Tokenization is the process of breaking a stream of text
up into words, phrases, symbols, or other meaningful
elements called tokens. A token is an instance of a sequence
of characters in some particular document that are grouped
together as a useful semantic unit for processing.
Tokenization is a very important step in pre-processing
documents written in morphologically rich languages like
Croatian due to the fact that it allows dimensionality
reduction of the input data [15].
C. Lemmatization
Lemmatization in linguistics is the process of grouping
together the different inflected forms of a word so they can
be analysed as a single item. Lemmatization is a form of
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morphological normalization or procedure that finds the
linguistically correct canonical form of a word.
D. Stemming
Stemming is the process for reducing inflected (or
sometimes derived) words to their stem, base or root form,
generally, a written word form. The stem need not be
identical to the morphological root of the word; it is usually
sufficient that related words are mapped to the same stem,
even if this stem is not in itself a valid root. This type of
morphological normalization is less accurate than
lemmatization, because the root of the word does not
necessarily have to be a meaningful expression [16].
E. Synonyms
Synonyms or synonymous words indicate that they have
the same meaning. Their identification has a great impact in
getting relevant results at the end of text analysis. For
example, in Croatian ‘ear of corn’ has 47 synonyms
(ajdamak, bat, batakljuša, bataljika, batučak, batuček, batuk,
baturak, baturice, čepina, čokotinja, ćuka, kic, klas, klasina,
klasinec, klasovina, klasovinje, kočanj, kocen, komaljika,
komušina, kukuruzina, kumina, kureljica, kuruška, oklipak,
oklasak, okoma, okomak, okomina, okrunica, orušek, otučak,
paćika, patura, paturica, rucelj, rucl, rulina, šapurika,
ščavina, šepurina, štruk, tekun, tulina, tulinek). Similarly, as
for the stop – words, the list is created for the synonyms.

As an input for document-term matrix creation 54 text
documents written in Croatian were used. The used
documents are in Portable Document Format (pdf) and
selected form teaching materials written in Croatian. The
main motivation for selecting these text documents was
familiarity with content of this documents and their
availability, as well as copy right issues. Based on the
results, key words have been extracted for the word set
representing each text document. This was done in two
phases, manually and automatically. Based on the steps
defined in this section, 984 keywords have been identified.
These words were used for definition of document-term
matrix.
IV.

TEXT CLASSIFICATION

For text classification, weighted kNN method is used.
When classifying a new document, kNN algorithm needs to
determine the closest neighbours by calculating the distance
vectors between documents [17]. Based on the k most similar
neighbour class of considered document is decided.
Similarity is determined by the Euclidean distance between
vectors of documents or cosine value between two vectors of
documents. Cosine value is defined as [18]:

(3)
F. Group of words
The term group of words represents a problem when a
group of individual words, when written together, denote one
meaning. For this purpose, we can use two approaches:
- Phrase list - combines word groups that represent
common phrases in the language,
- Statistics - monitor the occurrence of two or more
words together in the document. Group is defined as group
of words if it appeared together more times than a predefined
threshold. In order to increase the quality of the text that is
the subject of analysis, such a group of words should be
represented by one token.
G. Word cleansing
Word cleansing process is the last step in the preprocessing procedure. It includes removal of words that
appear less frequently. Words that appear less than 1% of the
time are usually the result of a typo error and the omission of
such words reduces the noise of the document. The same is
the case for the words that appear in the document more than
20% of the time.
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where X is the vector of classifying document. Dj is the j -th
document from the learning set, tj is a word that exists in X
and Dj, x is the weight of those words in the document Dj,
||X|| =
is a normal vector X, and
respectively || Dj || is the normal vector Dj.
To determine the optimal size of neighbourhood, v-fold
cross-validation method was applied. This means that, for a
fixed value of k, we apply the kNN model to make
predictions on the vth segment and to evaluate the error. The
choice for this error is defined as the accuracy (the
percentage of correctly classified cases). This process is then
successively applied to all possible choices of v. At the end
of the v folds (cycles), the computed errors are averaged to
yield a measure of the stability of the model (how well the
model predicts query points). The above steps are then
repeated for various k and the value achieving the highest
classification accuracy is then selected as the value for the k.
Results of v-fold cross-validation in Statsoft Statistica [19]
tool are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. v-fold crossvalidation result

Based on the v-fold cross-validation results the value of
the parameter k was set to be 4 (the lowest cross-validation
error is 0.48429 %). For the k values that are higher than 4,
continuous growth of classification errors is recorded. Figure
4 represents classification error where, in multidimensional

space, classification error for 10 cases is represented by dots.
As visible, most results are in the ‘yellow’ area, meaning that
the value of the error was close to 0. Just one value is in ‘red’
area, meaning that error was in the interval between 3 - 5 %.

Figure 4. Classification error analysis.
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The recommender system is modelled in such a way that
on the basis of selected text document, output result lists
semantically related teaching materials. This means that,
when the student retrieves one lecture material, related
teaching materials will be listed as suggestions for those who
want to know more about the subject of the lecture.

[5]

[6]

[7]

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Recently, we witness exponential increase in the amount
of information being produced. Effective decision making
based on such huge amounts of data can be achieved only if
useful knowledge is extracted automatically from them.
The paper described an application of text mining
techniques for extraction of useful knowledge from 54 text
documents written in Croatian. This required text document
pre-processing in order to define key words and form
document-term matrix. Based on pre-processing, textual
documents have been prepared for v-fold cross-validation
method in order to define optimal size of document
neighbourhood needed to classify it. For classification, kNN
algorithm was used.
Applied process was used to classify lecture materials
with aim to provide recommendations based on students’
interests. This has proven to be useful in multidisciplinary
areas such as traffic and transport engineering where students
come with different studying backgrounds (e.g. information
and communication technologies student needs to understand
an multimodal urban traffic simulation teaching example to
apply traffic control algorithm with public transport priority
for signalised intersections). Application of developed
recommender system allows students to consider lectures
from different courses (for previous example, lectures on
traffic control modelling course), regardless whether they
have enrolled for his courses or have not.
In future research, it is planned to include more text
documents as input and to create an interface that would
allow students to access hyperlinks of suggested teaching
materials. This is especially useful for students of
multidisciplinary areas and those that have a wish to expand
their knowledge.

[8]

[9]
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Abstract—Wagyu is known as beef brand with marbling
character, in which the lineage of sires is significantly important
to provide quality beef continuously. Sires of Wagyu have been
improved through the dedicated efforts of inbreeding, to obtain
excellent genetic ability to yield quality beef. In this decade, rapid
growth of the technologies to analyze genes and proteins brings
us a chance to improve the quality of beef using more direct and
precise tools and knowledge. Tremendous amount of relations
among genes, proteins, and traits have been clarified, and the
knowledge can be potentially utilized to improve the quality of
beef. However, there is scarcely a method that analyze bloodlines
of sires and cattle to connect bloodline to genes and proteins.
In this paper, we newly propose a method to treat bloodline
of livestock animals on computers, and to find proteins whose
expression levels have strongly related to the bloodline of cattle.
With the proposed method, we firstly have a mean to know the
relation between bloodline and proteins.
Keywords—Beef Brand; Bloodline; Protein Expression.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Wagyu is Japanese native beef cattle known for marbling
character, in which the linage of sires is significantly important
to provide quality beef. Sires of Wagyu have been improved
through the dedicated efforts of inbreeding, to obtain excellent
genetic ability to yield quality beef. Currently, by using frozen
sperms, quality beef cattle have been produced continuously
from excellent genes of Wagyu sires. The lineage of sires,
which guarantees the quality of Wagyu, is the precious genetic
source that is essential to yield quality beef continuously.
For breeders of Wagyu cattle and sires, selecting sires (i.e.,
selecting sperms) for a new born cattle and a sire is one of the
most important tasks, because the genetic character (hereafter,
we call it the lineage) of a new born cattle and a sire is
deeply related to the quality of beef yielded by them. Thus,
traditionally, breeders utilize the values so called breeding
values, which expresses the genetic ability of sires to produce
the quality beef cattle, in selecting sires to use. In general, the
breeding values are calculated using the BLUP (Best Linear
Unbiased Prediction) method [1]. The BLUP method is a
statistical prediction method to estimate the breeding values
from the past results of beef grades of the sire’s children,
the bloodline information, and so on. Breeders of Wagyu
have improved the genetic ability of sires for a long time by
selecting good sires via breeding values to produce excellent
descendants.
On the other hand, recently, many mechanisms of various
life phenomena have been clarified due to the improvement
of the technology to analyze genes and proteins of samples.
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For example, the techniques so-called microarray and 2Delectrophoresis enable us to measure expression levels of
thousands of genes and proteins simultaneously [2]. With
these high-throughput experimental methods, many specific
mechanisms of creatures have been clarified so far. If the mechanism to yield quality beef is clarified, i.e., if the mechanism
to connect both (i) from the bloodline to proteins, and (ii)
from proteins to the beef quality, are clarified, a new and
more efficient methodology to improve beef quality may be
developed.
As for (ii), i.e., on the protein-protein interaction or the
protein-phenotype relation, there are so many studies proposed
so far. Bayesian networks [3] construct an interaction network
model among proteins and phenotypes based on conditional
probability. As other methods, we developed an algorithm to
predict interactions among three proteins A, B and C, based
on correlation coefficient [4], and conditional probability [5].
If we regard C as a phenotype, this method can be used
to investigate the relation between proteins and phenotypes.
However, there are few method that investigates (i), i.e., the
relation between bloodline and proteins.
In this paper, we propose a new method that investigates
the relation between bloodline and proteins; specifically, we
try to find proteins whose expression levels are controlled by
the lineage of beef cattle. As for these proteins, if there are two
cattle that lineage is similar, then the expression levels are also
similar, and otherwise the expression levels are not necessarily
similar. By finding such proteins, we can determine a set of
proteins in order to investigate the mechanism to improve the
quality of beef, as well as we can specify the genes included
in the lineage of sires that are deeply related to the expression
levels of these proteins. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first study that tries to investigate the relation between the
lineage and proteins.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
describe the protein whose expression levels depend on bloodlines, in addition to explain the input data of the proposed
algorithm. In Section 3, we describe the proposed algorithm
in detail. In Section 4, we present the method and the result
of the evaluation. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper.
II.

P ROTEINS W HOSE E XPRESSION L EVELS D EPEND ON
B LOODLINE

A. Introducing Lineage Vectors to Represent Bloodlines
The genetic characters of Wagyu have been improved for a
long time through dedicated efforts on inbreeding to generate
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Figure 1. Family Tree of Cattle

excellent bloodlines of sires. All the ancestors of Wagyu cattle
have excellent bloodlines, and the genetic character yields
high-quality Wagyu beef. In general, the bloodline of each
Wagyu cattle is recorded as a family tree that includes all
ancestor sires over several generations. However, in order to
treat bloodlines in computers, it is desirable to convert the
family tree into a form with which we can easily treat it
mathematically. So, we introduce a lineage vector of Wagyu
cattle that expresses its genetic characters in a computable
form.
Before the definition of lineage vectors, we first explain the
records of family trees of Wagyu cattle. Figure 1 illustrates
the family tree of one Wagyu cattle, where the root is the
Wagyu cattle, and X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn are the ancestor sires of it.
In general, cows are not included in the family tree because
the effect of cows on genetic character is not strong; a sire
can be the father of thousands of cattle whereas a cow can be
the mother of no more than ten cattle. Note that a sire may
appear more than twice in a family tree because Wagyu cattle
as well as sires are generated from frozen sperms, and so the
frozen sperms of an excellent sire tend to be used repeatedly
even in different generations in the family tree.
Each Wagyu cattle has its family tree, and the lineage
vector that is converted from the family tree. The line vector
represents the ratio of genetic information inherited from each
sire to the cattle. According to the genetic mechanism of
inheritance, it is naturally assumed that the genetic information
of cattle inherited from 1st generation (father) sire is 50%, and
that from 2nd generation (grandfather) sire is 25%. Namely,
the genetic information inherited from a k-th generation sire
is ( 12 )k . For instance, in Figure 1, 12.5% of the genetic
information is inherited from the 3rd generation ancestors X2 ,
X3 , and X7 , and 6.25% from the 4th generation ancestors
X2 and X6 . If a sire appears more than twice in a family
tree, the ratio of genetic information inherited is the sum
of them, i.e., the genetic information inherited from X2 is
12.5%+6.25%=18.75% in Figure 1.
Now, we define the lineage vector formally. Let i(1 ≤ i ≤
(i)
(i)
b) be a cattle, Xt (1 ≤ t ≤ n) be a sire, and at (0 ≤ at < 1)
be the ratio of genetic information that cattle i is inherited
from a sire Xt . Then, the lineage vector B (i) of cattle i is
defined on the vector space where every possible sire has its
corresponding basis, as follows:
(
)
(i) (i)
(i)
B (i) = a1 , a2 , · · · , at , · · · , a(i)
(1 ≤ i ≤ b)
(1)
n
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Recent rapid growth of biological technology enabled us
to analyze proteins included in a tissue of creatures with low
cost in short time. There are several technologies that analyze
proteins: one of major approaches is to obtain expression
profiles, which analyzes the amount of each proteins included
in a tissue, and the 2-dimensional electrophoresis is the representative technique to obtain expression profiles efficiently
[2]. In this paper, we assume the protein expression profile of
Wagyu cattle as the input data of the proposed algorithm.
We let Pj (1 ≤ j ≤ m) be a protein, and the expression
profile as the input of our algorithm consists of the expression
(i)
levels ePj for every proteins Pj and beef cattle i. We assume
that the expression profile is normalized properly with some
normalization methods.
C. Proteins Whose Expression Levels Depend on Bloodlines
In this paper, we try to find proteins that the expression
levels depend on the bloodline of cattle, i.e., the expression
levels are significantly related to the bloodline. Note that, if we
choose a protein that is significantly related to the bloodline,
the expression levels of two cattle of similar bloodlines will
take similar values, and otherwise the two expression levels
will have no relation. The problem that we try to solve is
to measure the strength of this tendency between expression
levels and bloodline for each protein in the expression profile.
We show an example in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Figure 2
is the case where the expression levels are related to the
bloodline. Here, there are four vicinities of bloodlines and
several samples (i.e., cattle) belong to them. The variance of
each vicinity compared to that of all samples takes relatively
small value. On the other hand, Figure 3 is the case where there
is no relation between expression levels and the bloodline. The
variance of every vicinity is almost the same as the variance
of all samples.
Let us consider the problem more specifically using the
lineage vectors of cattle. The lineage vectors belong to the
lineage space, which is n-dimensional Euclidean space. If we
suppose a point p in the lineage space, we can define the
vicinity of p as the set of points within the Euclidean distance
of ϵ. All we have to do is to examine every different coordinate
in the lineage space, and for each of the coordinates, compute
the variance of the expression levels of the samples included
in the vicinity. If we compute the average of all the computed
variances for each protein, the average indicates the strength
of the relation between (the expression levels of) the protein
and bloodline.
Note that there arises a problem of computation time
because the lineage space has very large dimension n. In the
next section, we will present the algorithm based on Gaussian
processing [6] to cope with this problem.
III.

T HE P ROPOSED M ETHOD

A. Algorithm Design
As described in the previous section, we can retrieve the
protein whose expression level is controlled by bloodline by
examining the variance at every coordinate in the lineage
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TABLE I. The Proposed Algorithm
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Figure 3. Protein Whose Expression Levels Don’t Depend on Bloodlines

space. However, because the lineage space is continuous, to
examine every possible coordinate in the lineage space is
impossible. Moreover, because the dimension n of the lineage
space is supposed as large as several hundred in a standard
Wagyu dataset, the density of samples in the lineage space
is very sparse even if the number of samples is several
ten thousands. It is natural that the densities of samples at
some coordinates are not large enough to guarantee statistical
reliability of the computed variance values.
The main idea of the proposed algorithm is to partition
the lineage space into many hypercubes (that we call cells
hereafter) that have the same side length in every dimension,
and we only examine the central coordinates of these cells.
Note that the number of cells to be examined is tremendous
because the lineage space has n dimensions. Thus, we only
examine the cells to which at least one sample belongs
to reduce the number of cells to examine. Furthermore, to
guarantee the statistical reliability of computed variances, we
calculate the variance of a cell only if the density of samples
in the cell is larger than a threshold T .
Formally, the given parameter l, which represents the
length of cell side, we define the coordinate of centers of cells
in the n-dimensional lineage space as follows:
c = (c1 , c2 , · · · , cn ),
where

(

ct = ceiling f loor

(

(i)

at
l/2

)

(2)

)
/2

· l (1 ≤ t ≤ n)

(3)

Then, the formal algorithm description is given in Table 1.
In line 4, we compute the sample density at the center of
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

foreach protein Pj (1 ≤ j ≤ m)
foreach cell c
if samples exist in c
Dens(c) ← compute density()
if Dc ≥ T
V ar(c, Pj ) ← compute variance()
end
end
end
Score(Pj ) ← compute score()
end

each cell, and for each cells that densities are larger than
T , we compute the variance of the cell in line 6. Finally in
line 10, function compute score() calculates the average of
all the computed variances for each protein Pj as the control
score, which represents the strength of the relation that the
protein is controlled by bloodline. The lower the controlled
score of a protein is, the stronger the expression levels of the
protein are controlled by bloodline.
The functions to estimate the sample density (i.e., compute density()), the variance of expression levels (i.e., compute variance()), and the control score (i.e., compute score())
are described in the following Sections III-B, III-C, and III-D,
respectively.
B. Estimating Sample Density
In this section, we describe the function compute density()
that appears in line 4 of the proposed algorithm, which is the
function to calculate the density of the center of a cell. Let
c = (c1 , c2 , · · · , cn ) be the coordinates of the center point at
which we want to compute the density. We apply the Kernel
density estimation [7] to estimate the density, which is a widely
used non-parametric density estimation method.
In our density estimation function, we first calculate the
distance from the center c to each sample in the cell. Next, we
estimate the sample density at the center c by accumulating
the density according to the distance using the Kernel density
function. Note that we use the Euclidean distance in this
method.
Formally, the distance between the center c of the cell and
the sample point of the beef cattle i are defined as
v
u n
u∑ (i)
Dist(i, c) = t (at − ct )2 (1 ≤ t ≤ n)
(4)
t=1

Then, as the Kernel function K( Dist(i,c)
), we use a general
h
multi-dimensional Gaussian function, i.e.,
(
)
)
(
1
1
Dist(i, c)
2
exp − 2 (Dist(i, c)) , (5)
= √
K
h
2h
( 2πh2 )n
where h is a parameter that represents the bandwidth. As a
result, the estimated density Dens(c) of the center point c of
the cell is given as follows:
)
(
b
Dist(i, c)
1∑
(6)
K
Dens(c) =
b i=1
h
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C. Estimating Variance of Expression Levels
In
this
section,
we
describe
the
function
compute variance() that appears in line 6 of the proposed
algorithm, which computes the variance of the expression
levels at the center of a cell.
We estimate the variance of expression levels using a
Gaussian process. Namely, we calculate the weighted variance
of expression levels of samples using a weight function where
the weight is determined according to the distance between
the center c and the point of samples. Formally, the estimated
variance V ar(c, Pj ) of expression levels for protein Pj at the
coordinate c is represented as
∑b
i=1

V ar(c, Pj ) =

((

))
)2 (
(i)
ePj − Avgj (c) K Dist(i,c)
h
(
)
(1 ≤ j ≤ m),
∑b
Dist(i,c)
i=1 K
h

(7)

(i)

where ePj is the expression level of the protein Pj corresponding to the beef cattle i, and Avgj (c) is the average of the
expression levels for protein Pj at c represented as follows:
∑b ( (i) ( Dist(i,c) ))
i=1 ePj K
h
)
(
(8)
Avgj (c) =
∑b
Dist(i,c)
i=1 K
h
D. Calculation of Control Score
We describe the process to calculate the controlled score of
each proteins. The controlled score Score(Pj ) of the protein
Pj is the average of the estimated value which the variance of
the expression level at the central point c(k) (1 ≤ k ≤ q) of
the cell, and it is represented as follows:
∑q
V ar(c(k) , Pj )
Score(Pj ) = k=1
(9)
q
Note that the protein which we want to extract in this study
is the protein that controlled score is low.
IV.

E VALUATION

A. Model of Artificial Data Used in Evaluation
Because no protein controlled by the lineage of Wagyu is
known, and so currently there is no real data that we can use
to evaluate the proposed algorithm, we generate an artificial
data set of proteins and the Wagyu lineages to evaluate the
proposed algorithm. In generating an artificial data set, it is
significantly important to construct a proper data model that
reflects on the real property of the real phenomenon. Thus, we
first propose a model of relation between genetic factors in
lineage and expression levels of proteins.
In our model, we assume genetic factors that increase/decrease the expression levels of a protein, and they
are inherited from ancestors to descendants in the genetic
fashion. In general, currently, quantitative traits of creatures
as well as protein expressions are regarded to be controlled
by plural genetic factors (i.e., genetic polymorphism) [8]. Our
assumption is based on this general agreement in the current
state of the art.
First, we construct a realistic model of the lineage of
Wagyu that properly explains the relation between beef cattle
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and sires. As described in Section II-A, several excellent
sire lines exist in Wagyu as a result of long-time efforts of
inbreeding to preserve and improve good genes that generate
good quality beef. Thus, we model the sire lines as sire-trees
that is rooted by a sire and its 10 generation ancestors are
included in the tree, as illustrated in Figure 4. We regard that
all the sires included in a sire-tree is distinct from others, and
we prepare several sire-trees to express several major lines of
sires.
Second, we generate and assign genetic factors to the sires
in the sire-trees. In this study, we assume that the genetic
factors that control the expression levels of a protein are not
owned by a small portion of sires, rather broadly owned by
sires with a certain probability, although the difference of
distribution (i.e., sparse or dense) according to sire lines may
be seen.
We designed the genetic factor model as follows:
For each protein Pj , we generate r positive genetic
p
p
p
factors gj1
, gj2
, . . . , gjr
and r negative genetic factors
n
n
n
gj1 , gj2 , . . . , gjr , where these positive (resp. negative) genetic
factors work to increase (resp. decrease) the expression levels
of Pj . Here, note that, genetic factors are generally considered
in pairwise fashion due to the pairwise nature of genomes. If
we let ’A’ be a genetic factor that works to increase/decrease
expression levels, and let ’a’ be a pairwise component that
does not work on expression levels. Then, the genotype can
be one of the three types ’AA,’ ’Aa,’ and ’aa.’ We assign each
of these genetic factors to every highest generation sire and
cows with the genotype ’Aa,’ and they are inherited to their
descendants according to the law of genetic inheritance. Note
that the genetic factors are inherited probabilistically to all the
sires in the sire-tree, and the number of genetic factors on each
sires is moderately distributed, which includes natural bias that
coming from probability nature of inheritance.
Third, we generate beef cattle. The lineage of a beef cattle
is uniquely determined if the sires to be ancestor are decided.
Now, if we let 1st sire of cattle be its father, let 2nd sire be its
mother’s father, let 3rd sire be its mother’s mother’s father, and
so on, only we have to do is to determine 1-5th sires for each
cattle. So, for each beef cattle, we select 1-5th sires randomly
from the sires of 5-10th generations in the generated sire-trees,
as illustrated in Figure 5. This operation is done repeatedly for
the number of required samples, and then the generated data
set is regarded as the lineage data, which is the input of the
proposed algorithm.
Finally, we generate protein expression profiles for each
cattle. We assume that a protein expression level follow the
normal distribution with the average µ and the standard deviation σ. Note that, although protein expression levels are generally regarded to follow log-scale distribution, there is a result in
which protein expression levels follow the normal distribution
[9]. For the data sets that follow log-scale distribution, we have
only to apply logarithm to translate to the normal distribution.
(i)
The expression level of a protein Pj in a sample i, i.e., ePj , is
determined from the base normal distribution and the number
of genetic factors corresponding to Pj in a sample (cattle) i. As
for the function of genetic factors, we assume that if cattle has
’AA’ or ’Aa’ genotype as a result of the genetic probabilistic
inheritance rule, the genetic factor works to increase/decrease
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expression levels of the corresponding protein. We also assume
that, if a genetic factor works, the average of the distribution
µ is increased/decreased by a constant amount α. Namely, a
set of expression levels corresponding to a protein and a set
of samples (cattle) is generated probabilistically based on the
normal distribution that average varies according to the number
of the genetic factors that the sample have.
As above, we generate the artificial data according to the
models of the lineage, the genetic factors, and the protein
expression levels. A summary of the generation process of
the artificial data is shown in Figure 6.
B. Evaluation Method
We generated a set of artificial data based on the models
described in Section IV-A, and applied the proposed algorithm
to it. We vary the number of genetic factors corresponding to
each proteins; specifically, we choose the number randomly
between 0 and 10. Then, if the control scores of a protein computed by the proposed algorithm is in relation to the number
of genetic factors corresponding to the protein, it means that
the proposed algorithm predicts the number of genetic factors,
and further means that the control scores indicate how strong
the expression levels of the protein depends on bloodlines.
In the following, we describe the conditions and parameters
in the evaluation in detail. Based on the model described
in Section IV-A, we generated a set of sire-trees, genetic
factors, beef cattle, and expression profiles. In the lineage
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data, we have two sire-trees in which 10 generations of sires
are included. The generated set of expression profiles includes
10,000 samples and 100 proteins, where the average and the
standard deviation of the base normal distribution are µ = 0.5
and σ = 0.1, respectively, and we let α = 1/4σ be the
increment value of the expression level par genetic factor.
The cell width is set to R = 213 and the centers of the cells
are shifted so that the origin of the field (i.e., the point (0,
0)) is also the center of a cell, as shown in Figure 7. This is
meant to have two cattle that has the same 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
ancestors is likely to belong to the same cell in many cases.
As for the parameters of the algorithm, we set the bandwidth
of the Kernel function as h = 0.21 to cover cattle in a cell, and
set the threshold of the density as T = 0.7 in consideration of
the distribution of the density with the applied data set.
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C. Results
The result of the evaluation is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8
is the scatter diagram where the horizontal axis represents the
number of genetic factors and the vertical axis represents the
control score, and the plotted points are the proteins. This result
shows the strong correlation coefficient -0.838, which means
that the proposed method succeeded to estimate the proteins
that is controlled by the bloodline.
D. Discussion
By the simulation using an artificial data set, we demonstrated that the proposed method can predict proteins that are
deeply related to bloodline. In this simulation, we assumed that
each protein has the genetic factors in the DNA of sires, which
control the expression level of the protein. This assumption
would be widely acceptable because the genetic factors such
as SNPs that control phenotypes or expression levels have
been explored with tremendous efforts in the current scenes
of biological studies.
The result of the simulation showed that the proposed
method will work effectively to decide the target proteins to
explore the system of living creatures; the protein that has
many corresponding genetic factors would be in a position
near genetic factors in the biological system, so that the
direct interaction between genes and the protein will be found
more likely than other proteins. As another practical usage
of the proposed method, we suggest the possibility that the
proposed method enables us to control important phenotypes
more precisely and certainly by selecting better sires for a newborn cattle based on the knowledge of proteins. The proposed
method would find proteins controllable by selecting sires, and
the proteins that control an important protein will be found by
other studies in the future.
There are several possibilities on how to use the knowledge
obtained by the proposed method. To explore the practical use
of the proposed method is an important task for the future.

quality of livestock animals through inbreeding. To the best
of our knowledge, the proposed method is the first one that
investigates the bloodline of brand cattle to connect to proteins.
To evaluate the proposed method, we designed a realistic
data model of lineage, genetic factors, and expression profiles,
and generated an artificial data. Through the evaluation using
the artificial data, we confirmed that the proposed method can
find the proteins whose expression levels are controlled by
bloodline.
As future work to evaluate the effectiveness of this method
firmly, it is desirable to have an evaluation using a real data
set. However, the data set that includes an expression profile of
proteins and the corresponding bloodline data is not currently
available in public. Besides, even if such a data set is available,
it is not possible by nature to grasp all the genetic factors
that certainly effect on the expression level of a protein.
Consequently, it is difficult to evaluate the accuracy of the
proposed method exactly.
Considering this difficulty of real-data evaluation, one
possible solution would be to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method with some practical case studies.
For example, to introduce the case in which the results of
the proposed method contributed to a significant discovery
or a practical methodology design, would contribute to prove
the effectiveness of the proposed method. Although several
difficulties are expected, to accumulate an achievement where
this methodology worked effectively would be an important
task for the future.
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Abstract—The constant publishing of large volumes of
financial information by various business sector organizations
through its financial statements is a fact that must be
exploited by using semantic technologies. This paper describes
the use of Linked Data to generate a financial dataset that is
part of the ongoing work of the FLORA (Financial Linked
Open Data Reasoning and Management for Web Science)
project. Furthermore, we describe a process to discover other
relevant links within the LOD cloud which can be related to
FLORA dataset in order to provide a financial
knowledgebase, which might be useful for: data analysis to
support decision making, generating predictions or
performing own financial discoveries to mention a few.
However, the results of experiments performed, show that the
coverage of the financial domain of public companies is rather
small and ambiguous to link them to the FLORA dataset.
Thus, is necessary involve more data as CIK (Central Index
Key) or ticker symbol of the companies to objective of
improve the results quality and implement techniques for
disambiguation and manual verification.
Keywords-Financial data; Semantics; Linked Open Data;
FLORA; SILK framework.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The current trend for companies to publish their
financial statements under the Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (US-GAAP Financial model) and
following the eXtensible Business Reporting Language
(XBRL standard), increases the capacity for recovery and
analysis of relevant data containing financial data semistructured which is derived to facilitate the extending of
financial datasets. Unlike datasets integrated by unstructured
data and published on the Web, which represent a limitation
by the high cost of transformation in order to be fit into
existing analytic models and tools [1]. In our work, we have
exploited the advantages of using semantic technologies [2],
Linked Data (and Linked Open Data) [3] itself, which
involves make the most of the best practices of sharing the
data across the Web with great integration capabilities [4],
basically we present a high level overview of an ongoing
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work in the FLORA project. FLORA fosters the transparent
access to financial data through its dataset developed from
extraction and triplification of the data contained in the
financial statements of companies registered on U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) [5] through
fillings and forms stored on EDGAR System [6]
furthermore, it allowing the easy combination of many
information sources thus favoring the optimizing for data
analysis. However, we consider important increasing the
FLORA functionality through use of frameworks for
discovering relationships between companies contained on
FLORA dataset and data items within different Linked
Data sources. This paper is structured in five sections,
which are described briefly below. The introduction
provides an overview of FLORA project, the second
section corresponds to related work and it is divided into
two subsections, the first subsection includes tools for
discovery of links on the Web of data and second
subsection describes some Linked Data projects. In section
three, we describe the process for generation of financial
dataset and discovery of related data items with companies
stored on FLORA dataset. The fourth section, we describe
the experiments for discovery of data elements in the LOD
cloud and we present quantitative results obtained. Finally,
we mention a conclusion and the future of our work.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, the systems for "triplification" and
publication of datasets from multiple domains based on the
Linked Data principles are becoming increasingly
important. In this sense, there are several initiatives for the
discovery of data items contained within the Linked Open
Data cloud (LOD). We have classified these initiatives in
two types, which are described briefly below:
A. Tools for discovery of links on the Web of data
Silk - Linking Framework [7], a toolkit for discovering
and maintaining data links between Web data sources was
presented in [8]. Silk is a tool that allows discovering
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relationships between data items within different Linked
Data sources. Data publishers can use Silk to set RDF
(Resource Description Framework) [9] links from their data
sources to other data sources on the Web. The presentation
and evaluation of LIMES (Link Discovery Framework For
Metric Spaces) [10] a novel time efficient approach for link
discovery in metric spaces was described in [11]. The
authors approach utilizes the mathematical characteristics
of metric spaces to compute estimates of the similarity
between instances. Thus, LIMES can reduce the number of
comparisons needed during the mapping process by several
orders of magnitude. In [12], LinQL framework was
presented. It is a generic and extensible framework that
works like an extension of SQL (Structured Query
Language). This tool allows users to interleave declarative
queries with interesting combinations of link discovery
request. Its goal is to facilitate experimentation and help
users find and combine the link discovery methods that will
work best for their application domain. In [13], Silk Server
was presented. It is an identity resolution component,
which can be used within Linked Data application
architectures to augment Web data with additional RDF
links.

these data sources onto the Web of Linked Data. The
biomedical datasets selected allow strong connections to
existing Linked Data resources, while providing novel data
of interest to pharmaceutical industry and patients. FLORA
allows search of financial information contained in its data
set including the calculation of several additional financial
ratios that help users in finding information relevant to
them [19]. However, the development of this project is
iterative to obtain a continuous improvement at every stage
of research and development whereby which we intend to
exploit the FLORA possibilities. In the following section,
stages of FLORA process are described briefly.
III. FLORA FINANCIAL DATASET
The transformation and generation process of FLORA
dataset consists in investigate appropriate data sources and
rich in financial information among which include: balance
sheet, cash flow and income statements from companies.
So far, we have generated a dataset that stores RDF triples
generated from the extraction of 409.374 financial
statements, which have been published in XBRL [20]
format by different U.S. companies through the EDGAR
system fillings [21].

B. Linked Data applications

In [14], current efforts interlinking music-related
datasets on the Web were addressed. The authors detail the
application of an algorithm in two contexts: a) to link the
Creative Commons music dataset to an editorial, and b) to
link a personal music collection to corresponding Web
identifiers. One of the most important features of this
algorithm is that it was developed, implemented and
practically it deployed to interlink different music-related
datasets facing the overlapping problem. Faviki is an
example of linked data application. It is a social
bookmarking tool that lets users tag Web pages with
semantic tags stemming from Wikipedia [15]. In [16], KSearch was presented. K-Search is an implementation of
Hybrid Search (HS) another manifestation of linked data. It
combines the flexibility of keyword-based retrieval with
the ability to query and reason on metadata typical of
semantic search systems. HS is defined as: i) the
application of semantic search for the parts of the user
queries where metadata is available and ii) the application
of keyword-based search (KS) for the parts not covered by
metadata however, KS is often affected by two main issues,
ambiguity and synonymy. The LDIF-Linked Data
Integration Framework [17] can be used with Linked Data
applications to translate heterogeneous data from the Web
of Linked data into a clean local target representation
mapping language for translating data from various
vocabularies that are used on the Web into a consistent,
local target vocabulary. It includes an identity resolution
component, which discovers URI (Uniform Resource
Identifier) based on user-provides matching heuristic. The
goal of Linking Open Drug Data (LODD) project presented
in [18] is to facilitate the integration of large amounts of
biomedical data from many different sources by bringing
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Figure 1. Stages of the FLORA process for generation of financial
dataset and discovery of related data items

In Figure 1, each stage of the FLORA process has a
. described below:
defined function, which is briefly
1. Data Acquisition: It is to research and get only the data
sources of interest. The current focus of FLORA system
is based on US-GAAP XBRL reports containing the
Forms 10-Q, as published by the SEC EDGAR System.
The published reports are crawled, downloaded and
stored for further processing (Stage Data extraction and
triplification). This stage needs to be repeated (at least
quarterly) in order to retrieve newest reports and keep
the system up-to-date.
2. Conceptual model: It is a meta-model that is the core
of FLORA functionality because semantically
represents the interaction between classes and
subclasses that integrate it. This representation is
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described in a high level of abstraction (see Figure 2)
and includes an example of simplified taxonomy
generated from published balance sheets under USGAAP model including its general financial ratios,
besides allowing the calculation of some additional
ratios among which are: Total Asset Turnover, NonCurrent Asset Turnover, Current Asset Turnover,
Rotation of Rotation of Warehouse or Stocks, Working
Capital, Cash Ratio, Debt Ratio and Ratio of Debt
Quality.
3. Data Extraction and Triplification: this stage
involves two simultaneous processes: the analysis
(parsing) and extraction of data from financial
statements made at the first stage and conversion to
RDF triples extracted data in order to build the required
dataset.
4. Dataset generation: this stage is closely related with
the previous stage and consists in serialize the RDF
triples to the semantic form. The dataset is following
Linked Data principles and can be queried through
SPARQL (Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language)based queries.
5. Discovery of data items within external datasets: this
is a stage that is currently underway and that we can
consider the point to be discussed in this paper. As
shown in Figure 2, the flow "Discovery of related data
items" defines the search to find and create the links of
all data stored in the LOD cloud that are related to
companies registered in the FLORA dataset. Analyzing
the state of the art (see Section 2) using frameworks like
LIMES or Silk can be useful to achieve this goal.

reasoning capabilities. On other hand, through conceptual
model we can identify the FLORA's behavior as well as
detected and improve any data inconsistency with the
possibility to correct or eliminate them.
IV.

DISCOVERING DATA ITEMS IN THE LOD
CLOUD
The volume of data stored in the FLORA system is
increasing frequently to keep it updated. However, we find
it interesting to investigate to what extent the LOD cloud
covers the financial domain and what other data items may
be linked with our dataset. To find this information, we
have performed a set of experiments that allow linking
external dataset with FLORA dataset through the SILK
framework which provides the necessary mechanisms for
discovering relationships between data items corresponding
to FLORA dataset and different Linked Data sources within
the LOD cloud.
As external datasets we have chosen DBpedia, Semantic
XBRL and SEC triplified dataset. The latter two datasets
are linking company concepts to DBpedia, but due to the
outdated version (SEC triplified dataset discontinued as of
2010) and scarce mappings (Semantic XBRL) the only
dataset is DBpedia.
The FLORA dataset that we have created is composed of
8915 public US companies obtained from SEC EDGAR
fillings. In order to create mappings between concepts we
considered comparing the following properties: (i) label,
(ii) CIK (Central Index Key), (iii) ticker symbol. While the
CIK and ticker symbol would clearly lead to the best
results, most of the companies in DBpedia are lacking those
data, leaving us with only label as a viable property for
mappings.
To facilitate mappings, we performed 2 necessary steps:
we created a list of stopwords for company names,
including such terms as “inc”, “co”, “ltd” etc. and created a
list of synonyms with stopwords filtered. In that example, a
company “Apple Inc.” would have a synonym “Apple”.
For comparing strings, we used Levenshtein distance
and a metric that measures the difference between two
sequences. The Levenshtein distance between two strings is
defined as the minimum number of edits needed to
transform one string into the other, with the allowable edit
operations being insertion, deletion, or substitution of a
single character.
After that, we launched experiments with FLORA
dataset against DBpedia SPARQL endpoint, with following
parameters:

Figure 2. FLORA conceptual model

Discovering and linking additional data with data existing
in FLORA dataset, will improve the search criteria and its
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•

Experiment 1 presents a Levenshtein distance with
value 0 and the use of Stopwords.

•

Experiment 2 includes a Levenshtein distance with
value 0 and no Stopwords (no synonyms, only the
official company name).
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•

Experiment 3 contains a Levenshtein distance with
value 1 and use of Stopwords.

•

Experiment 4 involves a Levenshtein distance
with value 1 and no use of Stopwords (as in
Experiment 2).

The summary of the experiments performed and the
results obtained are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED AND THE RESULTS
OBTAINED

Linking external dataset experiment
Number of companies in FLORA dataset: 8915
Experiment
Levenshtein
Stopwords
Discovered Links
distance value

1
2
3
4

0
0
1
1

No
Yes
No
Yes

96
1031
437
3652

The results presented in this section are experiments for
development of our work and can be considered as partial
results for the stage of "Discovery of data items within
external datasets" (see Section 3). While for a simple string
comparison (experiment 1) we obtain quite a few
mappings, this is what previously was observed by García
and Gil [22]. However the striking difference is the
increase of number of links created when a list of
synonyms is generated. The distance between strings might
include many false links, especially for short company
names, but provides user with more possible alternatives in
case of longer company names (with typically non-letter or
a white space character difference).
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This article presented a complex, unified process of
transforming unstructured financial data into an interlinked,
navigable knowledge base for financial information
management and information discovery within the Web of
data through the use of frameworks developed for this
purpose. In the future work we aim at implementing
LIMES framework, applying of inference using SPIN rules
and identify and use other financial data sources to perform
more complex experiments.
The experiment, however, shows that the coverage of
the financial domain (in case of this paper: public
companies) is rather small. The lack of data that could be
used for univocally identify company concepts (such as
CIK or ticker symbol) makes dataset interlinking still a
difficult task requiring various techniques for
disambiguation and manual verification.
In the future work, we are focusing on generation of
rich gazetteer for each company in order to increase the
number of possible matches based on the company name.
Also, other string comparing metrics are considered; that
could use other advanced features for comparing company
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names. After that, we will perform a manual evaluation of
created links in order to assess the gazetteer and synonym
list for company mappings.
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